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NEW MASSES

Send us the names of those of your friends who might be interested in the New Masses. We’ll try to convince them.

FIRST ISSUE OF NEW MASSES
COMPLETELY SOLD OUT!
C| The first number of the NEW MASSES ap-

peared on the news-stands on April 20th.

Within two days our reserve supply had been

exhausted by re-orders, and by the first of May
newsdealers all over the country were com-
pletely sold out. We did not have even enough
copies left to fill subscriptions that were pour-

ing in.

<| We asked our distributors, the Eastern

Distributing Corporation, to call back unsold

copies from all points east of the Mississippi.

We hoped to get about a thousand copies for

our own use. We got less than 300 copies.

<| The distributing company’s New York City

route men said that newsdealers all over the

city were complaining at the number of copies

allotted them. They wanted to triple and
quadruple their orders.

1§A man came into our office the other day
offering to pay any price for a copy. He had
tried to get a copy at a J2nd Street news-stand.

Sold out! He tried several stands further

downtown. Sold out! He decided he must
have a copy. He tried every news-stand along
Broadway and Sixth Avenue to Eighth Street.

Nothing doing. Full of admiration and pity,

our advertising manager gave him a cut copy,

the only one left in the office.

C\We received a letter signed Blanche
Naylor: Violent threats and impassioned
pleadings fail to divulge a copy of the May
number on, under or above any news-stand on

lower Manhattan. May I be so bold as to

beg that you will pity me, and forward a copy.

The Washington Square Bookshop, 27 West
8th Street, New York, sold their order of 30
copies in two days. They wanted 200 more,
but we could not supply them.

Jimmy Higgins’ Bookshop, 127 University

Place, New York, sold 350 copies in a week.

He pleaded with us to let him have 500 more.

They were not to be had.

f\The Book Nook, Detroit, writes : Sold 24
copies NEW MASSES in two days. Local dis-

tributor unable to supply more. Sold out.

Please send re-order at once.

C| To the Liberal Bookshop, Minneapolis, we
wrote: Unfortunately we have not a single

copy of the first issue left in our office and we
cannot send the ten copies that you asked for

by return mail. If you have any customers

who are so anxious to have a complete file of

the New Masses that they will accept a late

delivery of the May number, we will send you
copies as soon as they have been returned from
the news company. Judging by reports, there

will not be many of these, but we will surely,

we hope, have a few.

€| From Washington, D. C., Los Angeles,

Denver, Seattle, Chicago—from all over the

country—we have been receiving letters from
bookshops and news dealers begging us for

copies. But the May number is exhausted.

^We are doubling our print order for the June issue

—

We hope that will not be enough.

So

Don’t rely on the news-stands. Subscribe!

WRITE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW — CUT OR TEAR ALONG THIS LINE — SEND WITH $2.00 FOR A YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION

NEW MASSES
39 West Eighth Street

New York City

Name Address

If you don’t want to tear the book, send us $2.00 with your name and address. We’ll know what to do.
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WE ARE BORN
Writing in the Emporia Gazette ,

William Allen White greets the New
Masses, is delighted that the infant

seems so lusty, and gives it six months

to live!

Mr. White is wrong. Despite his

chronic obstreperousness, he remains

like all liberals, a loyal child of our

old mother capitalism, not realizing that

she is now some years dead ; that

neither in life nor in the arts can she

continue to nourish the children of the

new world, who, even in America, are

rapidly outgrowing their intellectual

swaddling clothes.

However, Mr. White unquestion-

ably gets us. He says, in effect, that

we come not to chide the old woman,
but to bury her. Right. And as for

our own likelihood of survival, we sub-

mit that the future of this new world is

probably a better gambling chance than

the awkward and uncertain present of

capitalism. Here is what Mr. White
says about us:

Fancy what will happen to a maga-
zine like this when the Watchers and
Warders, the Defence Society, and the

Minute Men wake up to a realization

of its implications. So, if you are

going to get a copy, buy it quick. For
by this time next year the New
Masses will be a memory. We give

it six months—and costs!

# * #

We bid welcome to the New
Masses, which makes its bow on the

news-stands today. Looking over the

first number, we find ourselves in hearty

disagreement with the whole point of

view it reveals; nevertheless we find it

amusing, which is the main point.

Since the demise of the old Masses and
the Freeman we have had too little

thunder on the left; the tumult and the

shouting have lacked their old-time zest.

So, although the editors seem to have
an infinite capacity for being wrong,
good luck to them, and long may they

rave.

—

From an Editorial in The
World, New York

.

* * *

That bull about consulting your
readers is old stuff. You could not

have started the magazine again with-

out the same rabid bunch of opin-

ionated idea mortgagees, who would
murder you for indulging in real

thought. . . . Hurrah for the Cops and
the Capitalists! Louis Siegel.

# * *

The first issue of the New Masses
is a stunning number and gives great

promise for the future. You have al-

ready achieved originality and power,
and this means everything. Best wishes
to the great adventure.

John Haynes Holmes.

* * *

I had been looking forward to the

New Masses with such hopes that

the disappointment is great indeed. . . .

I felt so badly over the matter that it

knocked me out for the good part of a
day. Harry Jaffe.

* * *

At last the long-heralded and
eagerly awaited New Masses! Hav-
ing been one of those fortunates who
were able to secure copies of your maga-
zine, I read your request for sugges-
tions. It would be difficult to improve
the New Masses.—Rupert Cuthbert.

SO THIS IS MIAMI!
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BRITISH LABOR WALKS OUT
By EGMONT ARENS

'JliiiiiiiimiiiilmiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiiimimiiMiuu:

5 W. N. Ewer, foreign editor of the London Daily Herald, in a S
E Federated Press despatch dated May 12th: =

E The end of the general strike came with dramatic suddenness =
E today. Following informal conversations initiated on government E

| suggestion by Sir Herbert Samuel—chairman of the Coal Com- =
E mission—the General Council this morning saw the premier and E
S several other ministers. They gave informal, honorable under- E
E takings that the government was prepared to adopt suggestions |
E contained in the Samuel memorandum on the proposed settle- E
= ment in the coal industry. E

E Thereupon, the Trades Union Council being of the opinion E
E that this provided a “fair deal” to the miners, agreed to call off =
E the strike. If the pledges given by the government are broken, E
E Baldwin is not only guilty of a flagrant breach of faith, but E
E renewal of the struggle is inevitable. 5

E The net result of the strike has been to compel resumption of =
E the negotiations, extension of the subsidy, the immediate begin- E
= ning of the reorganization of the industry, abandonment of the E
E proposed drastic wage cuts which were presented as an ultimatum. =

E Psychological effects are likely to be even more far-reaching. E
E Labor learned by experiment of its own power—the enormous £
E power of the strike weapon. Labor gained these days new in- E
E spiration, new enthusiasm, new energy. On the other hand, the j|

E governing classes have been nervous, bewildered, and obviously E
= losing confidence in their grip on affairs as never before. That E
E moral effect is likely to be an even more important effect in the £
E next decade than the terms of the settlement itself. The feeling E
E is, in fact, that the strike has been a tremendous tryout with E
E results which may mean May 1926 marks a very definite epoch =
E in the history of this country. E

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimmimmiiiiiimmimr:

THE most important skirmish in

the war between capital and
labor since the Russian revolution
has ended in a truce. As this issue
of the New Masses goes to press
the general strike of the British
trade unions has been called off

upon terms which save the face of
the English government, but which
are virtually a victory for the
unions—if the government keeps
its word. This, the second attempt
of British labor to show its power
by a general strike has proven so
successful, beyond all expecta-
tions, that the English labor lead-
ers were as completely surprised
as the government. They had
more power in their hands than
they knew what to do with. They
were confronted with a revolu-
tionary situation for which they
had no program. This is their

weakness at the present moment.
If the workers are betrayed by the
state in the forthcoming negotia-
tions, it will be because their

leaders give half their allegiance
to a government which by every
logic is inimical to the workers*
cause.

It is significant that while the
spokesmen of the workers were
honestly convinced that their ac-
tion in calling a general strike had
no revolutionary intent, the gov-
ernment was under no such illu-

sion. When the British working
people can stand together five

million strong there is a new
power set up in old England, and
parliament and the "king s min-
isters may twiddle their thumbs.

The king’s ministers knew this,

and were quite outspoken about
it. They had known it for some
time. The dreaded combined
action of the Triple Alliance

—

miners, railwaymen and transport
workers—had been threatened so
many times in the past fifteen

years that it had become a buga-
boo which mocked at the security
of the constituted British Empire.
It is true that one great manifes-
tation of solidarity collapsed on
what is now known as labor’s
Black Friday, in April, 1921, but
that debacle taught a lesson by
which British unionism profited
well. In place of the Triple Alli-

ance the Workers* or Industrial

Alliance was formed, which in-

cluded the Miners* Federation, the
Transport and General Workers,
the Amalgamated Engineering
Union, the Workers’ Union, the
Iron and Steel Trades Confedera-
tion, the Locomotive Engineers
and Firemen and the Electrical

Trades Union. And the British

Trade Union Congress and its

General Council had been perfect-

ing a centralization of power in-

volving over six million workers.
No wonder that Downing Street

was a bit alarmed by develop-
ments at Eccleston Square.

Recently the world was greeted

by the sublimely amusing spec-

tacle of a labor premier at the
head of a capitalistic and imperial-

istic government. That didn’t

work for reasons which to this day
are not quite clear to Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald and his “constitution-

alist” colleagues, who are still

hoping to dissolve oil in water.

But it proved again that there was
a fast growing power in the land
which would have to be reckoned
with sooner or later.

That power made itself felt last

July when Premier Baldwin sur-

rendered to the threat of a gen-
eral strike by granting a ten mil-

lion dollar subsidy to make it

possible for a living wage to be
paid to the miners without cutting

into the mine owners’ profits. The
subsidy was a rickety make-shift
designed to preserve the divine
rights of the coupon clippers, and
the government knew it, but at

that time it did not dare face a
show-down with the workers.

But now, nine months later the

government was ready with its

strike-breaking organization, per-

fected by Joynson-Hicks the home
secretary. Mobilization plans had
been secretly prepared as against

a foreign foe. Included in the
forces which the government had
at its disposal were the military

and navy and the Army Supple-
mental Reserve. In addition
unofficial bourgeois strike-break-

ing forces had been organized,

such as the Organization for the

Maintenance of Supplies (O. M.
S.), the National Citizens* Union,

the British Empire Union, the
National Guard and the British

Fascisti.

Baldwin and his colleagues de-
cided to make a stand, and to

break for all time (if they could)
the growing power of the unions.
The government refused to con-
tinue the subsidy to the coal in-

dustry, and the miners went out
on strike against a ten per cent
reduction of near-starvation
wages. Then when the General
Council of the Trade Union Con-
gress threatened a general strike

in protest against the govern-
ment’s action, Baldwin forced the
issue. An “outlaw” strike of

printers on the London Post (who
refused to print an editorial de-
nouncing the miners), was used
as a pretext by the premier for

breaking off all negotiations. He
flatly refused to resume parleys
until the threatened general strike

had been called off. He consid-
ered the ultimatum of the Trade
Union Congress as nothing less

than a threat to “the basis of or-

ganized government.” And he
was a good deal nearer to the
truth than those parliamentary
pussyfooters who have been assur-

ing us that labor would not think
of using its power against the gov-
ernment even if it could. The
answer was that labor could and
did.

Capitalist papers in the United
States were not slow to see the

implications. The New York
Herald-Tribune said editorially:

“If for example, Mr. Baldwin

should presently lose courage and
surrender to these strikers, what
would be the result? It would be
equivalent to an announcement to
the world that the king and his

elected ministers had ceased to be
rulers of Great Britain and that
above them had been placed a
super-state, a supreme cabinet,
composed of this group of union
leaders.”

And that was exactly the case,
in spite of the soft words of Mr.
Ramsay MacDonald, Mr. Cook,
Mr. Thomas and Mr. Pugh.

So we have seen the spectacle
of one of the most conservative
labor groups in the world forced
inevitably to the left by the logic
of events. The main efforts of the
Trade Union Congress were de-
voted, not to keeping the men on
strike, but to keeping the “second
line” men, those who had not yet
been called out, at work. The
rank and file were more eager for
the strike than were the leaders.
Now that labor has felt its power,
it remains to be seen whether it

will be satisfied with such con-
servative leadership. The truce
just called leaves the British

working man a bit stronger than
he was. He has tasted the bread
of revolutionary power. Will he
be forever satisfied by the doles
handed out to him by a par-
liamentary government? The
answer to that question should
prove very interesting to students
of social change.
One other aspect of the strike

deserves attention. Just as the
government was inevitably forced
into the position of defending
capital against the new economic
power of labor, so was labor the
world-over drawn to express alle-

giance to the worker’s cause in

Great Britain. Messages of good
will and gifts of money poured
in upon the Trade Union Congress
from labor organizations in every
part of the globe.

A proclamation issued by the
Red Labor International in Mos-
cow indicates the general tone of
these:

“The struggle has begun. Mil-
lions of the English proletariat

have risen as one man against the
exploiters.

“Facing the development of
this gigantic struggle, when for the
first time in British history class

rises again class, all differences

among the workers must be sunk.

All workers, regardless of factions,

must stand with our struggling

brothers and give them full and
unqualified aid.

“Not one ton of coal for Eng-
land! All countries, boycott Brit-

ish coal orders and refuse to de-
liver any foreign merchandise to

England! Wage a merciless fight

against strike-breakers !

’ *

So the foundations of a Work-
ers’ World are slowly built.
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ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN IN LOS ANGELES
By JAMES RORTY

THE night was chilly, and the pave-

ments were damp and slippery, but

the bare feet of J. Armistead Brophy,
Apostle of Oom, the Higher Law,
pad-padded the concrete with vigorous,

unshivering confidence along the north

side of the Square. Midway, he

turned and took the diagonal across the

park toward the fountain. It was
eight o’clock, and because of the chilli-

ness of the evening Pershing Square
was almost deserted. At the fountain

the Apostle paused, and in obedience

to one of the three principles of his

Being (the other two being Raw Food
and Concentration) inhaled a long

draught of pure cold water.

Plop ! Something fallen from a

height into the fountain scattered water

into his face. He looked up and
thought that he noticed a stir and
quiver in the upper branches of the

overhanging locust tree, but he could

not be sure. He peered into the foun-

tain to see what it was that had fallen,

and—yes, it was unmistakably the

nibbled remnant of an ice cream cone.

A look of pained resignation shadowed
the face of the Apostle. Even so, he

thought. Even so the little Jewish boys

stoned Stephen. Apprehensive of fur-

ther attacks, he looked up cautiously

—

and suddenly the Apostle fell to his

knees in an attitude of prayer. He
had seen—Glory Hallelujah! what
had he seen? He looked again. The
upper branches of the locust tree

swayed and trembled. Two great

wings fluttered briefly and folded them-

selves about a body of dazzling

whiteness.

The Apostle had meditated greatly.

He had experienced many mysteries.

But he had never before seen an

angel. Especially a female angel.

Indeed, he was not prepared for a

vision of such surpassing loveliness.

Yet how right, he thought, that she

should appear to him clad only in the

garments of the spirit. So dazzled was
he by the soft glow which wrapped
the celestial visitor as in a sheath of

glory that his eyes could scarce note

the perfect details of that stately figure.

Not of the flesh was this radiance

—

surely, not of the flesh. There came
over him a feeling of pride and grati-

tude that to him this exquisite revela-

tion should have been granted—to

him, J. Armistead Brophy, Apostle of

Oom. The very shoulders of his

Apostleship straightened, the blood of

his dedication flowed faster through his

veins. How strange, how wonderful.

He felt himself at once more of a man
and more of an apostle. Afraid no

longer, he raised his head and gazed

directly into the face of the angel, who
in turn regarded him with mild and

curious eyes. Beautiful eyes, thought

the Apostle. Suddenly the angel

clasped both hands across her face.

“I—I beg your pardon,'* stam-

mered the Apostle, blushing furiously.

Whereupon the angel unclasped her

hands, exclaiming merrily, “Peek-a-

boo!”
What could one reply to that? The

Apostle could think of nothing, and
dropped his eyes meekly to the ground.

“Are you a Christian?”

The Apostle looked up, startled.

But there was no avoiding the ques-

tion, nor the frank and insistent gaze

of his questioner. At the same time

he became aware of a murmur and
rustle in the higher branches of the

locust tree. The apparition was not

alone, then. There must be two, or

even three angels, he decided, as he

drew himself up and prepared to

answer as best he might.

“I trust that my beliefs do not

essentially conflict with those of the

great founder of Christianity,” began

the Apostle. “But to be strictly accu-

rate I should be obliged to answer;

no, I am not a Christian. I am an

humble disciple of the great Brown-
Rama. In so far as my poor powers

permit, I adhere to Oom, the Higher

Law ”

The Apostle paused. To his sur-

prise, he found himself suddenly with-

out an audience. The angel had
swung herself hastily out of sight

among the branches. The Apostle

peered and listened. Had he been

dreaming? No, there in the fountain

was the fragment of ice cream cone.

And now and then, as he held his

breath and strained his eyes upward,

he thought that he could distinguish

a glint of wings and hear a murmur, as

of doves, issuing from among the

shadows. But that might be only the

wind.

The Apostle felt suddenly very

desolate and deprived. The pave-

ment chilled his feet as he continued

along the diagonal to the other side of

the park. Look for the Apostle and you
may still find him expounding Oom, the

Higher Law in the public squares and
in certain obscure halls of the City of

the Angels. The Higher Law has

changed somewhat. It now includes

four principles : Pure cold water,

Concentration, Raw Food, and—Ice

Cream Cones. If you ask him, the

Apostle will explain why.

II

It was nearly eight o’clock in the

evening when James Aloysius arrived,

and Mrs. Johnson, leaning anxiously

over the porch rail greeted him with

indignant reproaches.

“James Aloysius! What do you
mean by coming home at such a time!

I've been worried almost to death, and
your dinner's stone cold.”

Grasping James Aloysius by the

arm, Mrs. Johnson started to haul her

offspring up the steps.

“Ma!” shouted James Aloysius,

beginning to cry, “Ma, I seen three

angels in Pershing Square.”

“What ! You saw— nonsense

!

You’ll go right to bed this moment.
What have you got in that blouse?

It's dripping wet. Good gracious

!

Six ice cream cones! James Aloysius,

you stole those. Don’t try to tell me
different

”

“I didn’t, ma, honest I didn’t,”

protested James Aloysius, now dis-

solved in tears. “The angels give ’em

to me.

“They was three of 'em and they

was all up in the trees, and they didn't

have any clothes on at all
”

“What?”
“No Ma. Honest. They was like”

—James Aloysius groped painfully

for an image. “They was like sister

Agnes when she takes a bath. Only
wings—big ones.” James Aloysius

illustrated graphically. “Oh, they

was beautiful, ma. But the wings was
all gummed up with something black

and sticky, and they couldn’t seem to

fly very well.”

“Humph! Couldn’t, eh? Well,
go on. What did they say to you?”

“One of them sort of—-sort of

hopped down to the ground and says,

‘Leetle boy ! Leetle boy !
’ She

couldn’t talk very well, ma. I don’t

think they was American angels, ma.”
“Yes, yes.”

“And then she asked what are you
eating, and I says I only had one, and
how they only give one ice cream cone

at the festival this year instead of two
like last year. And one of them—the

tall, dark one—says something to the

other two, and then she run over to

the corner where the hoky-poky wagon
is, and come back with a whole pile of

ice cream cones and give 'em to me.

She said they was for me, ma. The
Eyetalian run away when she come,

and she said he couldn’t eat all those

ice cream cones himself anyway, soDRAWING BY A. WALKOWITZ
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why not? . . . Ma! Ma—she said

they was for me, Ma ”

“Yes, yes. Why, the child must
be out of his head!”

“She asked me where had I been,

and I said the Christian Endeavor ice

cream festival at the Institute, and that

seemed to please ’em and she asked
me was the people at the Institute

Christians, and I said they was Bap-
tists and she said what? and I says

Baptists, and they shook their heads
and talked to each other and I remem-
bered you said to come home early

and one of ’em—the sort of plump
light haired one—kissed me. And
they all three of ’em says I was to have
all the ice cream cones—honest,

ma. • •
•

III

Citizens strolling in Pershing Square
that evening saw nothing and heard
nothing, except an occasional cooing
sound, as of pigeons. But if they

could have climbed the largest of the

locust trees which surrounded the foun-

tain at the center of the Square, and
parted the branches which made a
thick crown at its top, this is what they
would have heard:

“Did I not say that it is among the

savages that we have come, Carmen-
cita? That leetle boy—you remember
what he say? Not Christians—no

—

he say Baptis’—something like that.

And this old man. Is he a Christian?

No, he is a Doom. He say it him-
self. Probably he is a cannibal—the

Baptis’ too for that matter. Oh!
Oh!”

The plumpest of the three angels

sobbed outright. Her dark-haired sis-

ter, whose brow was knitted in concen-
tration upon the practical aspects of the

problem, patted her arm absently in

reply.

“But what can we do? What can
we do?” demanded Celeste im-
patiently.

“One thing is certain—we can't

stay here,” replied Carmencita de-

cisively. “If only we hadn’t got

messed up with this oil.”

The wings of all three angels were
spotted and streaked with a dark,

viscous liquid. Therese, the youngest
of the three, wept softly, as with much
labor and little success she attempted
to cleanse her soiled and trailing pin-

ions.

“We should have known better than
to have alighted first among those great

towers!” sobbed Therese. “If we
cannot fly, how can we return? We
are lost. And soon the Baptis’ will

come to eat us.”

Indeed, angels—young and beauti-

ful angels especially— are little fitted

to cope with the vicissitudes attending

an earthly sojourn. Who will blame
them, therefore, if in their distress,

Therese and Celeste clung to each
other in utter despondency?

Carmencita, however, was made of

sterner stuff. Mounting to one of the

topmost branches of the locust tree, she

gazed out over the lights of the city.

In the belfry of the Zion Institute on
the other side of the Square, a shadow
stirred and swung. The voice of a
deep-throated bell spoke suddenly in

the quiet of the upper air.

Carmencita rejoined her sisters.

“This is impossible,” she said, briefly.

“Come, we will go to the Baptis’. We
will throw ourselves upon their mercy.”

IV

The evening service in Zion Institute

had progressed as far as the offertory.

The members of the congregation, still

trembling as a result of the anxious

introspection induced by the Reverend
Smithers’ powerful sermon, rustled

their programs and observed that the
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offertory solo would be sung as usual

by the contralto, Mrs. James Bidwell
Bronson. Listening to Mrs. Bronson,
one could not help feeling that the emi-

nence and security of her social posi-

tion had somehow found expression in

her voice, especially the deep and
resonant notes of her lower register.

The six elders bearing the collection

plates started down the aisles, led by
Mr. T. Calvin Copeland, chairman of

the Board, and in civil life, cashier of

the Citizens’ Home Bank. The organ,

the third largest pipe organ in the

world, gift of Mr. Israel Mather,
President of the Universal Oil Com-
pany, pealed and rumbled through an
impressive prelude, and Mrs. Bronson,
standing four square and full-bosomed

behind the choir rail, poured forth her

rich gifts of song in the opening phrase

of the offertory:

“Joy everlasting, or gloom forever-

more?” sang the accomplished con-

tralto, “Eternity, where?”
The entrance door opposite the

center aisle swung inward softly. Mr.
T. Calvin Copeland, whose discreet

tread and deprecating bow was nearing

the rear pews, stopped in his tracks and
for the first time in his life, spilled the

contents of the collection plate over the

red plush carpet. The minister, peer-

ing down from the pulpit—but there,

how do you expect us to describe what
happened at this juncture ?

V
After a sleepless night passed in the

women’s dormitories of the Institute,

during which a shocked matron tried

repeatedly but unsuccessfully to induce

them to don the neat blue denim
night robes of the institution, Carmen-
cita and her sisters, convinced that

only destruction awaited them, took to

the fire escape.

At seven o’clock a real estate sub-

divider on his way to work so far mis-

conceived the situation as to turn in the

fire alarm. In the general hurly burly

Celeste and Therese became frightened

and retreated into the church. But
Carmencita, unaware that her sisters

had deserted her, fled across the park,

closely pursued by the realtor, the

matron of the institution, the sexton,

two church wardens, an Italian ice

cream vendor, the secretary of the

Chamber of Commerce, and a score

or more of miscellaneous citizens. At
the corner of Fifth and South Hill

Streets, a motion picture camera man
joined the pursuit, and its final episodes

are recorded, for the consternation of

the skeptical, in fifteen hundred feet of

exciting film.

Breathless, but still running strongly,

Carmencita had maintained a twenty
yard lead over her pursuers, when, with
a terrifying roar, a fire engine rushed
out of a side street. With a despair-

ing cry, the frightened angel extended
her long pinions, from which the cling-

ing oil had now partially melted, and in

a series of beautiful soaring leaps,

reached the top of the steep bluff.

There she paused, and those who led

the pursuit declare that they saw her

hand lifted in a gesture of denuncia-

tion. Again her great wings beat the

air. Twice she circled over the city,

and some say that the names “Celeste”
and “Therese” were wafted faintly to

the ears of the upward-gazing crowd.
Soon she vanished, a wavering pin

point in the blue air.

The sexton returned to the church
and rang the bell for half an hour
steadily—just why, he was not able to
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explain. The motion picture camera
man took a taxi, and so efficient was
the organization of his studio that the

following week “The Angel's Flight”

was a feature of the news releases at

all the leading motion picture theatres.

The realtor, profiting by the miracle

which the crowd had just witnessed,

found his prospects willing to believe

anything, and had an excellent day.

VI

There remain the blonde and beauti-

ful Celeste and her sister, Therese.

What became of them? Fortunately I

can answer with my personal testimony.

In a side street, close to one of the

main traffic arteries of the City of the

Angels, hangs a sign which reads

:

“Arcadia Dairy Lunch.” There are

many such establishments in Los
Angeles. In the trade directory, the

proprietors are listed as “Winship &
O'Halloran.” But this is obviously a

blind, as I discovered the first time I

went there. *

Celeste, the elder of the two beauti-

ful girls who supply the wants of the

customers, is blonde, of an agreeable

plumpness, and her hands, as she

spreads a paper napkin and arranges

the knives and spoons at your place,

are incomparably soft and gentle.

Therese, the younger, is small and
slight of figure, and her slender love-

(Continued on page 27)
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INTRODUCING AN EPIC
This Passaic strike that America has been reading about was

precipitated when the millionaire employers tried to cut the wages of

their workers ten per cent—the wages of family men and women earn-

ing only $12 to $20 an overlong working week-

The strike has lasted for nearly three months , and has become

one of the heroic epics of American labor history , like Homestead ,

Ludlow , Cabin Creek , Lawrence and Seattle. It will never be for-

gotten , nor will the brave workers who have marched on its picket-lines.

The Passaic strike may be settled when this issue of the New
Masses reaches its subscribers. But the problems of the million workers

in the textile industry will not have been settled. They are still living

in foul tenements , eating scant food , raising starved families on pauper

wages. They are still at the mercy of boss-owned judges , mayors and

police. They are still unorganized and helpless.

The symposium printed here consists of snapshots of the Passaic

strike by New York liberals and radicals , who were stirred from their

usual occupations by the strike , and went out to Passaic to show their

solidarity with the workers.

Some of them were arrested , others were a trifle manhandled , and

all of them learned a great deal about the of justice handed out to

workers who strike.

The New Masses salutes these public-spirited “agitators as

well as Rabbi Stephen S. Wise , Elizabeth Gurley Flynn , Clarina

Michelson , Freda Kirchwey , Forrest Bailey , Justine Wise , Mary
Heaton Vorse and others who have thrown themselves gallantly into the

fight. *

From one angle , this Passaic strike has been the most heartening

event in years. It has dispelled the cloud of pessimism and defeatism

that hung over the radical movement since the vast calamity of the war.

It has united the different sections of the movement on a vital issue. It

has proved that cynicism and Menckenism have not conquered all the

free minds in America. Justice still has friends in this country.
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PROFESSIONAL
PATRIOTS

PROFESSIONAL “outside agita-

tors” for the RED-WHITE-AND-
BLUE also horned in on the Passaic

strike. The cops, the magistrates, the

German mill owners and other monopo-
lists of Americanism greeted them with

loud hosannas and hallelujahs. Rotary,

Kiwanis and Chamber of Commerce
extended them a warm and a glad mit.

Like the Gideon brethren distribut-

ing black-bound Testaments came first

the United States Patriotic Society

with copies of the CONSTITUTION in

Slavonic, Hungarian and Arabic.

They came to save the souls of the

heathen strikers from red, rank Bol-

shevism. They came—their expenses

paid by their “founder,” Mr. Jacob
Cash,—to teach a constitution which

omits the Bill of Rights, the clauses

about free speech, assemblage, unrea-

sonable search and seizure, excessive

bail. An expurgated constitution with

the objectionable, indecent and revolu-

tionary passages clipped. This is their

remedy for low wages and long hours.

They also distribute “Founder” Cash’s

little idyll
—

“What America Means to

Me”—which is calculated to make
the clubbed, gassed and half-starved

workers think well of our INSTITU-

TIONS and swear allegiance to the gov-

ernment of Zober, Preiskel & Co.

There also came the patriotic and
uplifting National Security League
with its 1 00 per cent Wall Street sup-

port. It placed articles in the local

press glorifying the American Cossacks.

Its orators addressed luncheons of busi-

ness men and painted Weisbord scarlet.

They advised the civil and military

dictators during the days of the terror.

They cooperated with mill stool

pigeons and provocateurs in arresting,

enjoining and framing up the strike

leaders.

One of their business agents, J.

Robert O’Brien, tried a little of his

fraudulent patriotism on me while I was
confined in the Garfield hoosegow. He
had me led out to a room where he and
a local bull faced me alone. First

this professional red smeller pretended

to have met me before. I corrected

his memory. Then he said, “I wanted
to ask you about that article you wrote

for the Daily Worker calling me a

strike-breaker.”

I replied that I had never mentioned

him in any article anywhere at any

time.

“Perhaps it was some other paper,

or perhaps a speech,” he teased.

At this point I suggested that a

“witness for the defense” be permitted

in the room if he wished to carry on a

debate, or better still he might come
to my office later in the week for a

full discussion under conditions more
conducive to frank expressions.

“This seems to be your office at

present,” sneered Mr. O’Brien. “I

merely wanted to get your vision of

communism and the strike.”

Vision was the word this fascist

used.

I suggested that my attorney, if I

had any (the police officials had
tricked him away from my hearing be-

fore the magistrate) be called in as a

witness. At this point the patriot de-

cided I was hopeless and the dicks

opened the door and escorted me back

to my cell.

.... If O’Brien insists on my
opinion of him I hereby charge him
with being a stalwart upholder of the

Bergen County conception of law and
order. I also charge him with being a

strike-breaker. Robert Dunn.

300 N. Y. AGITATORS
REACH PASSAIC

THE people who had come from

New York roamed in a desultory

group along the broad pavement. We
were talking of outrages and the Bill

of Rights. The people who had come
from New York wore warm overcoats

in the sweeping wind, bits of mufflers,

and fluffiness of women’s blouses flut-

tered silky in the cold April wind. The
people who had come from New York
filled up a row of taxicabs, shiny se-

dans of various makes, nicely uphol-

stered; the shiny sedans started off in

a procession towards the place where
the meeting was going to be forbid-

den. Inside we talked in a desultory

way of outrages and the Bill of Rights,

we, descendants of the Pilgrim Fathers,

the Bunker Hill Monument, Gettys-

burg, the Boston Teaparty . . . Know
all men by these presents . . . On the

corners groups of yellowish grey peo-

ple standing still, square people stand-

ing still as chunks of stone, looking

nowhere, saying nothing.

At the place where the meeting was
going to be forbidden the people from

New York got out of the shiny sedans

of various makes. The sheriff was a

fat man with a badge like a star off a

Christmas tree, the little eyes of a sus-

picious landlady in a sallow face. The
cops were waving their clubs about,

limbering up their arms. The cops

were redfaced, full of food, the cops

felt fine. The special deputies had
restless eyes, they were stocky young
men crammed with pop and ideals,

overgrown boy-scouts ; they were on

the right side and they knew it. Still

the shiny new doublebarrelled riot

guns made them nervous. They didn’t

know which shoulder to keep their

guns on. The people who had come
from New York stood first on one foot

then on the other.

Don’t shoot till you see the whites of

their eyes. . . .

All right move ’em along, said the

sheriff. The cops advanced, the special

deputies politely held open the doors

of the shiny sedans. The people who
had come from New York climbed

back into the shiny sedans of varioms

makes and drove away except for one

man who got picked up. The proces-

sion of taxis started back the way it

had come. The procession of taxis,

shiny sedans of various makes, went

back the way it had come, down empty

streets protected by deputies with shiny

new riot guns, past endless facades of

deserted mills, past brick tenements

with ill-painted stoops, past groups of

squat square women with yellow grey

faces, groups of men and boys stand-

ing still, saying nothing, looking no-

where, square hands hanging at their

sides, people square and still, chunks

of yellowgrey stone at the edge of a

quarry, idle, waiting, on strike.

John Dos Passos .

READ THE RIOT ACT!
i ‘p*ELLOW-WORKERS, they tell

L us we can’t picket the mills. Well,

we’ll show them. There are some

hard-hearted young women over from

New York and they want to lead the

picket line. They don’t care how long

it is—from here to hell if necessary.

How about it? Shall they lead it?”

A roar of assent boomed over the

tree-tops. Robert Dunn, tall, lanky,

with a kind of Yankee charm, reminis-

cent of Connecticut patriots, stood on

the open air platform. Five thousand

striking textile workers gathered round,

listening intently to every word. This

was the twelfth week of the strike.

Albert Weisbord, their leader, arrested

a few days before, was expected any

moment.

The authorities had tightened up.

“No picket line today,” were the

orders. Well-fed detectives, in smart

spring coats, mingled with the crowd.

.... Hazy, little clouds swayed

across the pale spring sky.

Five minutes later, the picket line

streamed along the Passaic river. The
Botany Mills on the opposite side

looked like an arsenal. Thousands of

empty cans and refuse littered the

river bank.

The line strung out a mile behind

us. We walked quietly two by two.

Children darted in and out like dusty

little butterflies, faces full of cheerful

anxiety ;
young girls with glittering

eyes and strong white teeth, burst into

revolutionary songs. At one moment,

the entire line took up the transport

workers* song, “Hold the Fort,” and

sang to the beat of rhythmic feet. We
turned the corner leading past the

Forstmann & Huffmann mills. A
quiver, like the ripple down a snake’s

back, ran through the line.

Ahead of us, in rows awaiting our

coming, stood armed policemen. Offi-

cers, with clubs, on motorcycles sud-

denly dashed out of a side street and

rushed up and down the picket line.

No disorder on our part. But we were

picketing the Forstmann & Huffmann
mills against orders .... thousands
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streamed along the Passaic river. The
Botany Mills on the opposite side

looked like an arsenal. Thousands of

empty cans and refuse littered the

river bank.

The line strung out a mile behind

us. We walked quietly two by two.

Children darted in and out like dusty

little butterflies, faces full of cheerful

anxiety ;
young girls with glittering

eyes and strong white teeth, burst into

revolutionary songs. At one moment,

the entire line took up the transport

workers’ song, “Hold the Fort,” and

sang to the beat of rhythmic feet. We
turned the corner leading past the

Forstmann & Huffmann mills. A
quiver, like the ripple down a snake’s

back, ran through the line.

Ahead of us, in rows awaiting our

coming, stood armed policemen. Offi-

cers, with clubs, on motorcycles sud-

denly dashed out of a side street and

rushed up and down the picket line.

No disorder on our part. But we were

picketing the Forstmann & Huffmann
mills against orders .... thousands
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of us. A young striker headed the

line. A figure stepped out of the line

of policemen and walked up to the

young striker. It was Sheriff Nimmo
of Bergen County. A few words be-

tween our leader and the sheriff. Then,
Nimmo, with fingers fumbling with

fury, plucked a document from his

minute I saw Dunn being led up the

street by a policeman.

The line was broken. Armed depu-
ties with sawed-off riot guns were driv-

ing the workers to a vacant lot.

Policemen with clubs pushed threaten-

ingly. The patrol wagon stood at a

corner. One by one our friends

pressed me in this Passaic strike, it is

the viciousness and brutality of the law
on one side and the sturdy, disciplined

spirit of the strikers on the other. The
sight of thousands of faces looking up
as you stand on the platform is deeply

appealing. Their trust almost hurts.

Chunky peasant faces, old women with

power: for it has dignity and serious-

ness of purpose .... and beauty.

Marguerite Tucker.

JERSEY JUSTICE

TEDDY TIMOCHKO and Ches-

ter Grabinsky were pals in Botany
mill before they went on strike. They

GOD! DRAWING BY HUGO GELLERT

pocket and taking a stand apart from
us of the silent picket line, who were
watching him curiously, he shrieked:

“I am going to read the Riot Act.”
It would be cruelty to animals to

compare his face, at this moment, to an
animal’s. He looked like a hideous

mask; venom and hate flowed over his

countenance. He finished

“God save the state Sweep
’em up.” He emphasized the command
with a furious gesture to the police-

men.

Like automatons, they swept into

the line with ready clubs. Blows right

and left, on heads and shoulders.

Women fell to the ground. Esther

Lowell stooped to pick up a woman
and was arrested on the spot. The
sheriff spied pretty Nancy Sandowsky,
girl picket leader, who had already

been arrested several times. He
yelled, “Arrest that girl.” Nancy,
speechless, was forcibly led away.

Robert Dunn was walking beside

me. A man in front got a blow on
the head that should have killed him.

The policeman turned savagely and
faced us. He scanned us hastily and
rushed by us. We looked respectable,

I suppose. I looked round. He was
striking a man who was trying to rise

to his feet. Dunn left me for a few
seconds. I followed him ; the next

mounted the steps, arrested for God
knows what. The whole thing was
over in a flash.

Unarmed strikers singing songs . . .

with nothing in their pockets but their

hands, marching cheerfully, and
Heaven knows they had nothing to

be cheerful about. The crescendo:

infuriated policemen with heavy clubs

plowing into them, savagely striking

every head they saw. The finale: a

big black wagon carrying off strikers

to the jail.

If there is one thing that has im-

black handkerchiefs tied round their

chins; young girls, fresh and beautiful

despite what the mills have done to

them ; mothers with babies in their

arms; men standing at the back of the

hall, muscled, solid, quietly attentive.

They follow every word of the

speakers and friendly applause shakes

the building at irregular intervals. They
love their leader, Albert Weisbord.
He is young, rather small of stature,

with a sensitive face and a modest
manner.

This strike has power and not only

have been friends ever since Teddy
went into the mill three years ago when
he was fourteen and Chester, two
years older, showed him the ropes.

They went on strike together the first

day of the strike and every day since

they have gone to the picket line. One
morning they were stopped by five cops.

The cops grabbed Teddy and began
to search him. Chester knew that in

America cops can’t search people on
the streets unless they have a search

warrant, so he edged in to “give ’em
an argument.” “You can’t do that,”

he said. “Oh, can’t we!” said the cops.

“You’re under arrest.”

“What for? I didn’t do nutten,”

said Chester.

“Yeh didn’t, hey?” cried another

cop, and swung his club down, “blunk-

blunk” on Chester’s head.

Chester was carried to the patrol

wagon. When he regained conscious-

ness the police took him to the hospital

to have stitches taken. When he was
nicely bandaged up he was solemnly
charged in open court, in the face of all

the evidence, with “interfering with an
officer in the performance of his duty,”
and sentenced to ten days in jail.

Nancy Sandowsky was arrested for

the third time as she marched by on
the picket line. Everybody in the court

room had a hard time keeping from

FACTORIES
Buried in one-eyed dungeons where the walls
Stare out on other wadis through window panes,
A grinding mechanism squats and chains
Each arm and leg to slavish rituals,

The while monotonous privation hauls
Dark bodies to and fro down prison lanes
Where no soft light nor open door remains
To proffer freedom from such funerals.

The eye that peers from out each socket there
Reflects a roving madman in a cave
Striving and straining to burst the stony shell:

The look makes every cell begin to glare,

The very walls to shudder and to rave,

As each grim puppet earns his bread in hell.

Alfred Kreymborg
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laughing when the judge sentenced

Nancy to ten days in jail for shouting

“Two-four-six-eight! who do we ap-

preciate? Weisbord! One-two-three-

four! what are you going to yell for?

Union!” and for saying, “I don’t care”

five times when threatened with arrest.

Frank Sorno learned something

about courts for strikers one afternoon.

When the thugs that are deputy sher-

iffs in Bergen county told the picket

line to “shut up that Solidarity song,”

they began to sing another one. “My
country ’tis of thee, sweet land of lib-

erty,” they sang, and if the tone was a

bit derisive, whose fault was that?

Frank Sorno was arrested on the word

“liberty.” He began to learn some-

thing of the amazing celerity of “Jer-

sey Justice” for strikers. Before his

friends could telephone the news of his

arrest to headquarters, he had been

hauled up before a Justice of the

Peace, arraigned and tried without

counsel for his defense, found guilty

and had begun serving a thirty day

jail sentence! “They didn’t waste any

time,” said Frank philosophically.

The Passaic strike runs its own
newspaper. The strikers are proud of

“ The Strike Bulletin ’ and many of

them write for it—short, direct, skele-

ton-like stories that are more telling than

many an elaborate narrative. Frank

Vacarro and Joseph Sinichuk were

giving out free copies of the Bulletin

one day. “You’re under arrest.” The
usual hustling and manhandling. After

Frank and Joe got to the station it was

found that they really had been com-

mitting a heinous crime. “Found guilty

of distributing advertising without a

permit,” said the Judge.

Andy Bokowsky was arrested. He
tried to tell his story to the Judge. He
wanted to tell how he had been hit

over the head, how all the strikers in

the first ranks of the line had been

abused as they were arrested, for

nothing except for being in the front

ranks. When he came before the

Judge he was not allowed to tell it.

The cop testified. He told a smooth

story. Andy had refused to move on,

Andy had cursed him, Andy had tried

to strike him; everything that the cop

had done to Andy he swore that Andy
had done to him. Nobody interrupted

the cop. “Oh Jez, how that cop lied,”

said the other boys. Andy stood at the

bar “of justice,” forbidden to clear

himself, and the bitter realization of

his own helplessness overcame him. He

didn’t mind being arrested, or being

cursed, or being hit, or going to jail.

It was the exasperation of being con-

victed by a lying cop that upset Andy.

He burst into tears. “Poor Andy, he

couldn’t stand it the way that cop lied,”

said the boys. But the Judge was

convinced that a striker who cried when
the cops told lies about him must be

demented. He ordered Andy held ten

days in jail “for observation.”

Jack Rubenstein, picket captain,

hero of many a tactic that has out-

witted Passaic cops, was arrested for

the fifth time, refused counsel at his

arraignment, hustled off to jail, and

held under heavy bond. His offense

was a major one. It read otherwise

in the complaint, but it may be sum-

marized in three words, “good picket

captain.” While he was in jail he fell

into new crimes. A dispute in the bull

pen in which he interposed earned him

the usual reward of the peace maker.

The jail keeper rushed in, saw Ruben-

stein leaning on the door of his cell

and decided to fix the blame on him.

“What’s the trouble here?” he cried,

and without waiting for an answer be-

gan to kick and pummel Rubenstein.

“No use fighting back in jail—they’ve

got you licked already,” said Ruben-
stein. “I just backed away from him.

I wish now I’d hit him, since they got

me for assault anyway.” Rubenstein,

after being beaten up, was charged

with assault and battery.

Perhaps you think that “recourse

can be had to the courts” when
strikers are beaten by police after their

arrest, when they are arrested on silly

complaints, when they are arrested il-

legally, when they get misdeals in the

courtroom, high bails from Justices of

the Peace, and justice nowhere at all.

Hear Police Judge Davidson of

Passaic when sixteen warrants against

police officers on charges of atrocious

assault were demanded by attorneys

for the American Civil Liberties

Union. “I will not allow any war-

rants to be issued against police when
strikers are the complainants,” said the

Judge. “Will you accept the com-

plaints of these three people who are

not strikers and allow your clerk to

issue warrants?” asked the attorney.

“I will not allow any warrants what-

soever to be issued against the police

if the charges involve things they did

while on duty in keeping order,” was

the answer of Judge Davidson.

Margaret Larkin .
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GOD SAVE THE STATE!

S
AID the policeman, swelling out

his chest and swinging his club

suggestively

—

“What are you doing here?"

“Picketing,** answered the boy.

The big man’s red, puffy face vi-

brated angrily to the staccato of his

words. He said

:

“Now, young man, you can lead

this line down two blocks to your right

and on back to town, but you can’t

picket! You can choose to go away
or you can choose trouble!*’

The youngster turned around. I

was just behind him and saw his eyes.

They had fear way back in them, but

he had whipped his lips into a twisted

smile. He went down the line and

spoke to the strikers.

“Fellow workers, he says we’ll have

to go away or expect trouble. What
do you say?**

The people answered.

The boy came back to the front of

the line, looked at the policeman and

said:

“We’ll picket.’*

He turned to go back down the

sidewalk and the long line began to

follow. We took a step or two and

found policemen with uplifted clubs

barring our way, and behind them men
with guns. Suddenly the sheriff ap-

peared. He gathered the police about

him, read the riot act which ended

with the words, “God save the state.*'

Then, with a great sweep of his arm,

he screamed:

“Sweep 'em out, boys!"

The police rushed toward the

strikers. The air became thick with

clubs, with cries of pain and misery,

with the sound of clubs striking against

human bodies. A woman and a child

lying silent on the ground, a police-

man standing over them, his club

raised. Another woman screaming as

a bluecoat struck her down. These

things are unforgettable.

A law of 1 864 for workers of

1926. A law enforced by great blue

arms swinging clubs against human,
quivering flesh. God save the state,

and to hell with human beings.

Grace Lumpkin .

IS THIS LIBERTY?

O NE cannot conceive of a greater

state of organized tyranny and

disregard of law than exists in Passaic,

Garfield and the rest of the strike terri-

tory. Under-Sheriff Donaldson, with

apparent confidence in his position, as-

serts that there will be no public meet-

ings, orderly or disorderly, in Garfield.

It is almost impossible even to test

the right, where twenty or thirty armed
men prevent an assemblage. In spite

of constitutional provisions that exces-

sive bail should not be demanded, the

courts have asked, not excessive, but

exorbitant bail. For acts which at

most would amount to disorderly con-

duct and for which men are ordinarily

fined $10 to $25, bail of $5,000 to

$30,000 is demanded, when the indi-

vidual happens to be of any importance,

or a leader in the strike. The arrests

and bail have little to do with the acts

because, in such cases, the acts are all

the same. The obvious purpose is to

break the strike by jailing leaders. A

fortunate consequence is that people in

this country may gradually come to

realize that guarantees of liberty are

gradually disappearing. I am optimist

enough to believe that when the people

realize this, there will be a great wave
of indignation.

Arthur Garfield Hays .

AN OLD FIERCE MOTHER

H ERE’S to the Passaic strikers,

the workers themselves, heroes of

the fight, backbone of the world! I

remember this about them:

A bright brown-eyed girl stands

close to the platform at the strike meet-

ing, holding a heavy boy of four, her

pale face lit with a lovely smile. Night

work is making her old at twenty-

five.

A stocky man with an undersized

boy perched on his shoulder, listens

with elephantine patience.

A sturdy man with glasses and

drooping moustaches offers “a twelve-

room house for the first strikers put out

by bad landlords," his Italian tongue

twisting the English words.

Stalwart young Negro picket cap-

tains command the mixed white and

black line of strikers marching to the

dye works. Soft Negro voices: “Fel-

low workers, keep a straight line!"

An older colored man bewildered by

white workers accepting colored leader-

ship.

Glowing with the glamor and drama,

thirteen-year-olders stay from school to

help the fight of their fathers and

mothers, their sisters and brothers.

“My mother broke her finger in the

mill and my sister lost hers in the ma-

chinery a week later, so my father

doesn't want me to go to work there,"

says a girl. Some one comments:

“She ought to go on to high school.

She’s the smartest girl in the class."

Dark passageway into bedroom,

kitchen and living room of a shy little

Polish widow wearing a gay old-

country kerchief on her head. Five

children depend on her meagre earn-

ings—$16 weekly when the mills are

busy. Take out $1 6 a month rent for

those three dark bits of space!

“I got nine childs," a lanky German
Hungarian father says. “Oldest boy,

eighteen, work in stove cleaning for

$15 a week." The baby was a seven-

months child, now nearly three years

old, and the thin nervous mother sick

mostly since. “When this one come I

work up to the last week," she says,

pointing to her scrawny son of five, or

seVen. “By this other boy, I work
three months after." Mother in the

spinning department at night; father in

finishing by day.

Worn-looking widow feeding a

young baby on chopped cold boiled

potato in a dark, damp back room.

Daughter striking; no housework out

now for mother ; boy of 1 6 has just

got a job delivering at $14 a week.

Big Polish peasant mother, nursing

her ninth unconcernedly. “When I

bring home $20, my wife say, ‘big

pay this week’," says the husband. Six

weeks layoff from the wash house be-

fore the strike and a boy in the hos-

pital. “What we gonna do?" he

says. “Worker gotta fight—all strike

together."

Old Italian mother: drudging years

have left her still keen and bold, old-

world gold and torquoise earrings

swinging as she mocks fiercely at the

cops. She mimics, in the jail cell as we
wait, how they beat her. She warms
my cold hands between her own.

“Good bye, missus," I manage to

stammer when they let me out of jail,

and she, the old fierce mother was left

behind. . . .

Esther Lowell.

LESSONS OF PASSAIC

AS one who had almost come to

. believe that the American people,

including some parts of the American
labor movement, were beyond caring

what happened with regard to public

questions, I have been encouraged by
the interest aroused by the Passaic

strike, especially in its civil liberties

aspects. Here I should like to say a

good word for the A. F. of L. In-

dividual unions and individual unionists

have supported the strike liberally.

President Green has issued the most

clear-cut statement I ever read from

any A. F. of L. official denouncing the

wrongs of strikers not yet connected

with the A. F. of L. This holds out

some hope for the future. Perhaps the

labor unions will now tackle more
vigourously the job of organizing the

unorganized textile workers which is

essential to further progress. Indeed

the final measure of the success or fail-

ure of the Passaic strike will be its con-

tribution both to the determination to

organize and the strategy of organizing

the unorganized wage slaves who form

so large a part of America’s labor

army.

The Passaic strike will serve a

doubly useful purpose if it impresses

upon the workers one of the most

flagrant evils of the capitalist system. I

refer to the concealment of profits by

stock dividends and the capitalization

not of the savings of investors but of

the legal right to exploit both consumers

and wage workers. The whole woolen

industry has been the greedy beneficiary

of a subsidy that all of us have helped

to pay by reason of tariff rates. (And
yet they have the nerve to call us out-

siders when we begin to inquire into the

nature of the industry we have sub-

sidized ! ) The industry pays tragically

low wages and expects the brunt of in-

dustrial depression to be borne by these

underpaid workers. Yet in its years

of prosperity the Botany mills alone

increased their stock from 34,000 to

497,000 shares by a clever process of

reorganizing the industry and dividing

up its past surplus. It is on this

swollen capitalization that the bosses

seek to pay profits wrung from the

workers. A contemplation of this basic

fact may have greater educational value

than the more colorful incidents of the

strike which I have omitted. Anyway,
here’s to the strike and the ultimate

victory

!

DRAWING BY ART YOUNG

GIRL: YES, AN’ SOME DAY I’M GONNA ACT
IN THE MOVIES.

BOY: GOWAN! YOU AIN’T GOT NO SEX APPEAL. Norman Thomas .
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SMILE—A STORY
By D. H. LAWRENCE

H E had decided to sit up all night,

as a kind of penance. The
telegram had simply said: Ophelias

condition critical. He felt, under the

circumstances, that to go to bed in the

wagon-lit would be frivolous. So he

sat wearily in the first-class compart-

ment, as night fell over France.

He ought, of course, to be sitting by
Ophelia’s bedside. But Ophelia didn’t

want him. So he sat up in the train.

Deep inside him was a black and
ponderous weight: like some tumor

filled with sheer gloom, weighing down
his vitals. He had always taken life

seriously. Seriousness now over-

whelmed him. His dark, handsome,

clean-shaven face would have done

for Christ on the Cross, with the thick

black eyebrows tilted in the dazed

agony.

The night in the train was like an

inferno: nothing was real. Two
elderly Englishwomen opposite him

had died long ago, perhaps even be-

fore he had. Because, of course, he

was dead himself.

Slow, grey dawn came in the moun-
tains of the frontier, and he watched

it with unseeing eyes. But his mind

repeated

:

“And zvhen the dawn came, slow and sad

And chill with early showers,

They softly closed her eyes: she had

Another world than ours.”

And his monk’s changeless, tormented

face showed no trace of the contempt

he felt, even self-contempt, for this

pathos, as his critical mind judged it.

He was in Italy: he looked at the

country with faint aversion. Not cap-

able of much feeling any more, he had

only a tinge of aversion as he saw the

olives and the sea. A sort of poetic

swindle.

It was night again when he reached

the home of the Blue Sisters, where

Ophelia had chosen to retreat. He

was ushered into the Mother Superior’s

room, in the palace. She rose and

gave him her hand, in silence, looking

at him along her nose. The she said

in French:

“It pains me to tell you. She died

this afternoon.”

He stood stupefied, not feeling

much, anyhow, but gazing at nothing-

ness from his handsome, strong-fea-

tured monk’s face.

The Mother Superior softly put her

white, handsome hand on his arm and

gazed up into his face, leaning to

him.

“Courage!” she said softly. “Cour-

age, no?”
He stepped back. He was always

scared when a woman leaned at him

like that. In her voluminous skirts,

the Mother Superior was very

womanly.
“Quite!” he replied in English.

“Can I see her?”

The Mother Superior rang a bell,

and a young sister appeared. She was

rather pale, but there was something

naive and mischievous in her hazel

eyes. The elder woman murmured an

introduction, the young woman demure-

ly made a slight reverence. But

DRAWING BY CORNELIA BARNS

Matthew held out his hand, like a man
reaching for the last straw. The
young nun unfolded her white hands
and shyly slid one into his, passive as

a sleeping bird.

And out of the fathomless Hades
of his gloom, he thought: What a nice

hand!

They went along a handsome but

cold corridor, and tapped at a door.

Matthew, walking in far-off Hades,
still was aware of the soft, fine volum-

inousness of the women’s black skirts,

moving with soft, fluttered haste in

front of him.

He was terrified when the door

opened, and he saw the candles burn-

ing round the white bed, in the lofty,

noble room. A sister sat beside the

candles, her face dark and primitive,

in the white coif, as she looked up
from her breviary. Then she rose, a

sturdy woman, and made a little bow,
and Matthew was aware of creamy-

dusky hands twisting a black rosary,

against the rich, blue silk on her

bosom.

The three sisters flocked silent, yet

fluttered and very feminine, in their

volumes of silky black skirts, to the

bed-head. The Mother Superior

leaned, and with utmost delicacy lifted

the veil of white lawn from the dead
face.

Matthew saw the dead, beautiful

composure of his wife’s face, and in-

stantly, something leaped like laughter

in the depths of him, he gave a little

grunt, and an extraordinary smile came
over his face.

The three nuns, in the candle glow
that quivered warm and quick like a

Christmas tree, were looking at him
with heavily compassionate eyes, from

under their coif-bands. They were

like a mirror. Six eyes suddenly

started with a little fear, then changed,

puzzled, into wonder. And over the

three nuns’ faces, helplessly facing him

in the candle-glow, a strange, invol-

untary smile began to come. In the

three faces, the same smile growing so

differently, like three subtle flowers

opening. In the pale young nun, it

was almost pain, with a touch of mis-

chievous ecstasy. But the dark

Ligurian face of the watching sister,

a mature, level-browed woman, curled

with a pagan smile, slow, infinitely

subtle in its archaic humour. It was
the Etruscan smile, subtle and un-

abashed, and unanswerable.

The Mother Superior, who had a

large-featured face something like

Matthew’s own, tried hard not to

smile. But he kept his humorous,

malevolent chin uplifted at her, and
she lowered her face as the smile grew,

grew and grew over her face.

The young, pale sister suddenly cov-

ered her face with her sleeve, her body
shaking. The Mother Superior put

her arm over the girl’s shoulder, mur-

muring with Italian emotion: “Poor
little thing! Weep then, poor little

thing!” But the chuckle was still

there, under the emotion. The sturdy

dark sister stood unchanging, clutching

the black beads, but the noiseless smile

immovable.

Matthew suddenly turned to the bed,

to see if his dead wife had observed

him. It was a movement of fear.

Ophelia lay so pretty and so touch-

ing, with her peaked, dead little noseBEAUTY SHOP
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SMILE—A STORY
By D. H. LAWRENCE

H E had decided to sit up all night,

as a kind of penance. The
telegram had simply said: Ophelias

condition critical. He felt, under the

circumstances, that to go to bed in the

wagon-lit would be frivolous. So he

sat wearily in the first-class compart-

ment, as night fell over France.

He ought, of course, to be sitting by
Ophelia’s bedside. But Ophelia didn’t

want him. So he sat up in the train.

Deep inside him was a black and
ponderous weight : like some tumor

filled with sheer gloom, weighing down
his vitals. He had always taken life

seriously. Seriousness now over-

whelmed him. His dark, handsome,

clean-shaven face would have done

for Christ on the Cross, with the thick

black eyebrows tilted in the dazed
agony.

The night in the train was like an

inferno*: nothing was real. Two
elderly Englishwomen opposite him

had died long ago, perhaps even be-

fore he had. Because, of course, he

was dead himself.

Slow, grey dawn came in the moun-
tains of the frontier, and he watched

it with unseeing eyes. But his mind
repeated

:

“And when the dawn came, slow and sad

And chill with early showers,

They softly closed her eyes: she had

Another world than oursA

And his monk’s changeless, tormented

face showed no trace of the contempt

he felt, even self-contempt, for this

pathos, as his critical mind judged it.

He was in Italy: he looked at the

country with faint aversion. Not cap-

able of much feeling any more, he had
only a tinge of aversion as he saw the

olives and the sea. A sort of poetic

swindle.

It was night again when he reached

the home of the Blue Sisters, where

Ophelia had chosen to retreat. He

was ushered into the Mother Superior’s

room, in the palace. She rose and
gave him her hand, in silence, looking

at him along her nose. The she said

in French:

“It pains me to tell you. She died

this afternoon.’’

He stood stupefied, not feeling

much, anyhow, but gazing at nothing-

ness from his handsome, strong-fea-

tured monk’s face.

The Mother Superior softly put her

white, handsome hand on his arm and
gazed up into his face, leaning to

him.

“Courage!’’ she said softly. “Cour-

age, no?’*

He stepped back. He was always

scared when a woman leaned at him

like that. In her voluminous skirts,

the Mother Superior was very

womanly.
“Quite!’’ he replied in English.

“Can I see her?’’

The Mother Superior rang a bell,

and a young sister appeared. She was
rather pale, but there was something

naive and mischievous in her hazel

eyes. The elder woman murmured an

introduction, the young woman demure-

ly made a slight reverence. But

Matthew held out his hand, like a man
reaching for the last straw. The
young nun unfolded her white hands
and shyly slid one into his, passive as

a sleeping bird.

And out of the fathomless Hades
of his gloom, he thought: What a nice

hand

!

They went along a handsome but

cold corridor, and tapped at a door.

Matthew, walking in far-off Hades,
still was aware of the soft, fine volum-
inousness of the women’s black skirts,

moving with soft, fluttered haste in

front of him.

He was terrified when the door

opened, and he saw the candles burn-

ing round the white bed, in the lofty,

noble room. A sister sat beside the

candles, her face dark and primitive,

in the white coif, as she looked up
from her breviary. Then she rose, a

sturdy woman, and made a little bow,
and Matthew was aware of creamy-

dusky hands twisting a black rosary,

against the rich, blue silk on her

bosom.

The three sisters flocked silent, yet

fluttered and very feminine, in their

volumes of silky black skirts, to the

bed-head. The Mother Superior

leaned, and with utmost delicacy lifted

the veil of white lawn from the dead
face.

Matthew saw the dead, beautiful

composure of his wife’s face, and in-

stantly, something leaped like laughter

in the depths of him, he gave a little

grunt, and an extraordinary smile came
over his face.

The three nuns, in the candle glow
that quivered warm and quick like a

Christmas tree, were looking at him
with heavily compassionate eyes, from

under their coif-bands. They were

like a mirror. Six eyes suddenly

started with a little fear, then changed,

puzzled, into wonder. And over the

three nuns’ faces, helplessly facing him
in the candle-glow, a strange, invol-

untary smile began to come. In the

three faces, the same smile growing so

differently, like three subtle flowers

opening. In the pale young nun, it

was almost pain, with a touch of mis-

chievous ecstasy. But the dark

Ligurian face of the watching sister,

a mature, level-browed woman, curled

with a pagan smile, slow, infinitely

subtle in its archaic humour. It was
the Etruscan smile, subtle and un-

abashed, and unanswerable.

The Mother Superior, who had a

large-featured face something like

Matthew’s own, tried hard not to

smile. But he kept his humorous,

malevolent chin uplifted at her, and
she lowered her face as the smile grew,

grew and grew over her face.

The young, pale sister suddenly cov-

ered her face with her sleeve, her body
shaking. The Mother Superior put

her arm over the girl’s shoulder, mur-

muring with Italian emotion: “Poor
little thing! Weep then, poor little

thing!’’ But the chuckle was still

there, under the emotion. The sturdy

dark sister stood unchanging, clutching

the black beads, but the noiseless smile

immovable.

Matthew suddenly turned to the bed,

to see if his dead wife had observed

him. It was a movement of fear.

Ophelia lay so pretty and so touch-

ing, with her peaked, dead little nose
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sticking up, and her face of an obstin-

ate child fixed in the final obstinacy.

The smile went away from Matthew,

and the look of super-martyrdom took

its place. He did not weep: he just

gazed without meaning. Only, on his

face deepened the look: I knew this

martyrdom was in store for me!

She was so pretty, so childlike, so

clever, so obstinate, so worn—and so

dead! He felt so blank about it all.

They had been married ten years.

He himself had not been perfect—no,

no, not by any means. But Ophelia

had always wanted her own will. She

had loved him, and grown obstinate,

and left him, and grown wistful, or

contemptuous, or angry, a dozen times,

and a dozen times come back to him.

They had no children. And he,

sentimentally, had always wanted chil-

dren, He felt very largely sad.

' Now she would never come back

to him. This was the thirteenth time,

and she was gone for ever.

But was she? Even as he thought

it, he felt her nudging him somewhere

in the ribs, to make him smile. He
writhed a little, and an angry frown

came on his brow. He was not going

to smile! He set his square, naked

jaw, and bared his big teeth, as he

looked down at the infinitely provok-

ing dead woman. “At it again! *

—

he wanted to say to her, like the man
in Dickens.

He himself had not been perfect.

He was going to dwell on his own im-

perfections.

He turned suddenly to the three

women, who had faded backwards be-

yond the candles, and now hovered,

in the white frames of their coifs, be-

tween him and nowhere. His eyes

glared, and he bared his teeth.

“Mea culpa! Mea culpa!” he

snarled.

“Macche!” exclaimed the daunted

Mother Superior, and her two hands

flew apart, then together again, in the

density of the sleeves, like birds nest-

ing in couples.

Matthew ducked his head and

peered round, prepared to bolt. The
Mother Superior, in the background,

softly intoned a Pater Noster, and her

beads dangled. The pale young sis-

ter faded further back. But the black

eyes of the sturdy, black-avised sister

twinkled like eternally humorous stars

upon him, and he felt the smile dig-

ging him in the ribs again.

“Look here!” he said to the

women, in expostulation. “I’m awfully

upset. I'd better go.”

They hovered in fascinating be-

wilderment. He ducked for the door.

DRAWING BY LOUIS LOZOWICK

STEEL AND CONCRETE
But even as he went, the smile began

to come on his face, caught by the

tail of the sturdy sister's black eye, with

its everlasting twinkle. And he was

secretly thinking, he wished he could

hold both her creamy-dusky hands,

that were folded like mating birds,

voluptuously.

But he insisted on dwelling upon

his own imperfections. Mea culpa

!

he howled at himself. And even as

he howled it, he felt something nudge

him in the ribs, saying to him: Smile!

The three women left behind in the

lofty room looked at one another, and

their hands flew up for a moment, like

six birds flying suddenly out of the

foliage, then settling again.

“Poor thing!” said the Mother

Superior, compassionately.

“Yes! Yes! Poor thing!” cried

the young sister, with naive, shrill im-

pulsiveness.

“Gia!” said the dark-avised sister.

The Mother Superior noiselessly

moved to the bed, and leaned over the

dead face.

“She seems to know, poor soul!”

she murmured. “Don’t you think
•V **

so?

The three coifed heads leaned to-

gether. And for the first time, they

saw the faint ironical curl at the cor-

ners of Ophelia’s mouth. They looked

in fluttering wonder.

“She has seen him!” whispered the

thrilling young sister.

The Mother Superior delicately laid

the fine-worked veil over the cold face.

Then they murmured a prayer for the

anima, fingering their beads. Then the

Mother Superior set two of the candles

straight upon their spikes, clenching the

thick candle with firm, soft grip, and

pressing it down.

The dark-faced, sturdy sister sat

down again with her little holy book.

The other two rustled softly to the

door, and out into the great white

corridor. There, softly, noiselessly

sailing in all their dark drapery, like

dark swans down a river, they suddenly

hesitated. Together they had seen a

forlorn man's figure, in a melancholy

overcoat, loitering in the cold distance

at the corridor’s end. The Mother

Superior suddenly pressed her pace into

an appearance of speed.

Matthew saw them bearing down

on him, these voluminous figures with

framed faces and lost hands. The
young sister trailed a little behind.

“Pardon, ma Mere!” he said, as if

in the street. “I left my hat some-

where
”

He made a desperate, moving sweep

with his arm, and never was man more

utterly smileless.
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IT’S A HELL OF A GAME
By JAMES (SLIM) MARTIN

iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiHiimiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii

James “Slim" Martin was for years a wandering migratory

worker, a harvest hand, lumber jack, and member of the I. W. W.
Then for thirteen years he was a structural iron worker, and helped

build many a New York skyscraper. Recently he branched off into

acting, and played in “Outside Looking In," at the Greenwich Village

theatre, and in some of Eugene O’Neill’s proletarian dramas.

Now Slim Martin has taken to writing, after much urging by the

editors of the New Masses. This is his first composition. It tells of

the life and feelings of the man who walks steel beams hundreds of

yards into the sky.

This is a specimen of the kind of worker’s art the New Masses
is mining for. Is there more of it in the country? Sit down, you brick-

layers, miners, dishwashers, clothing workers, harvest hands, cooks,

brakemen, and stone-cutters: wrestle with pen and paper and send us

in the results—however bad they seem to you. Write us the truth—it is

more interesting than most fiction.

iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiimiiimiiimiii

WELL, I'm an ironworker. I

build skyscrapers and walk steel

beams sixth of a mile up in air. Sure

it’s dangerous. A hell of a game. If

a man had any sense he wouldn’t be
at it. But guess a guy just has to

follow out his natural bent. Some
folks aspire to reach the top of Ever-

est ; or find Cathay. Most young janes

have their heads full of a trip to Paris,

or a hitch-hike thru New England. All
looking for a kick, a thrill. That's
what attracts men to this savage pas-

time and invariably keeps them there

for a lifetime at hard labor.

You travel plenty. When a job is

topped out you’re done, and have no
more interest in it. You look for the

next to go up. A loft building in New
York, an industrial plant in Cleveland,

a theatre in Miami, an oil refinery in

Tampico, docks in Panama, a bridge

in China,—anything, any place. If

it's steel they need you, and they need
you badly. You get a chance to throw
your feet in most any State, or coun-
try. Tell me another game that’s as

good thataway.

Wouldn’t you just enjoy John
Barrymore trying to play Hamlet in

Tokio? Sure, he can’t speak Japanese.
But neither could the bridgemen who
went over to Japan to rebuild modern
steel structures after the earthquake.

Yes, thrills in plenty. Always
something new. No one day like an-
other. A man doesn't go to sleep at

this game. You are up on the steel on
your own two feet. Or maybe doing a
piece of rigging at the masthead, with
your tail wrapped around it,—you
know, one hand for you and one for

the company. Steel is bouncing
around, and so are you, as if you were
wearing two pair of rubber heels. At
the least a mistake costs time and
money. But more generally a trip to

the hospital or morgue for a buddy or

yourself. You are handling tonnage
in motion, and it keeps you busy out-

guessing all the things that may trap

you.

Most birds think it takes a sort of

super man to be a bridgeman. And
they forever question, “Don't you get

dizzy way up sixteen or twenty floors

on those narrow beams?’’ The answer
is no, if you did you wouldn’t be
there. You are damned conscious you
are up there, every second. Your sub-

conscious mind never lets go of that

fact, and when you get in a jam it’s

your subconscious mind that told you
which way to move.

But you haven't time to think.

Hell! the STEEL don’t think! When
a derrick wrecks it doesn’t have a mind
full of malicious thoughts as it picks out

a bunch of ironworkers to come down
on. Something snapped. A guy
parted, or the topping lifted, or it was
overloaded, and down she comes right

now ! Guys snap like cold fiddle

strings and writhe and lash over the

deck like snakes. Whole bays of steel

are carried away. The derrick weighs
about five tons.

Can you stand up in that hell of

havoc and think? No indeed, you

have it put away in your mind to run

for a column and get on it. If things

fall on one side of the column crawl

round on the opposite side. If the

column goes out, you ride, that’s all.

You go to work every morning of your
life with the knowledge you may be
killed or crippled, any time from 8
to 4.30. But you figure you won’t

be.

Even when you pick them up all

broken up. Legs cut off, backs

broken, fractured skulls, a couple of

fingers gone, with leg and arm bones

sticking right out thru the flesh, you
figure it might have been you,—but it

wasn't. And you go back. Why
not? It takes men for this business.

And you have the know how. Of
course you haven’t a brain in your head
to do it. But it’s the only game that

has the real kick in it.

And it’s not bad you know, to look

out over a town like New York and
see a Queensboro Bridge to the South
and a Hell Gate Bridge to the North,

a tower like the Shelton Arms sticking

up, and the morning sun striking the

marvelous buildings of the garment

center throwing them into an artist’s

dream of light and shadow and haze.

And to feel you are one of the birds

who do it. It’s a continual pain to

listen to the squawk of some would-be
painters or actors claiming they are

artists, because they create. Wonder
what us bridgemen are. These cre-

ators, god save the word, claim that

you create nothing ! ! ! The architect

and engineer had the dream, and fig-

ured it all out on paper, and gave it

to a group of draughtsmen who put it

into blue prints. So,—the job was
created.

Maybe. For if that was the way
of it, where all these great buildings

now stand, and are going up, would
still be only the bald rocks that I re-

member as a kid in this burg, and the

architects could feed those blue prints

to the wise sadfaced billygoats that

played on those same rocks.

We are a race of genii that are

making the biggest dreams of the

greatest engineers of all time come true.

We are doing a wondrous thing rais-

ing this fairy land out of the drab
brick buildings of the older New

York. Its chimney pots are so far

below. And we know they are all

to come down soon to make way for

these greater buildings. The bridges,

the docks, the subways, the power
houses that are necessary to make all

these great buildings possible ; we build

them too.

Still, let the actor have his way; he
creates,—if the playwright gives him a
line and a situation, and the electrician

gives him a spot light. The dauber
paints if he can buy color made by
workmen in tubes. He'll paint a
masterpiece. A study of a group of
New York buildings high up in the

morning sunlight, with their lower
floors lost in haze that the sun has not
yet dispelled. Oh, yes. Will he
borrow the architect's blue prints for

his inspiration? No, he paints what
we made, but it’s only a daub on can-
vas, just the same. He can’t paint the

job we reared in steel, and brick, and
marble and tile, with sweat and aching
muscles, our maimed and killed, and
a nickel’s worth of brains.

Isn't it queer, now, the man who
has a white collar job holds himself
superior in intelligence to a mechanic?
Even if his little niche is only the oper-
ating of a Burroughs adding machine,
or a Smith-Premier. If he makes a
mistake he tears up a letter and starts

over again. If an ironworker makes a
mistake he may start a buddy or a
bricklayer ten floors below on a trip to

the hospital, with no start over again.

The white collared bird puts in a day
that's a week long. Ours seems about
two hours long. Who has the more
brain work, and interest in his occu-
pation? Let the white collared guy
answer. Let Penn Station, Brooklyn
Bridge, the Singer Building talk if

they will for us. If not, we builded
them. That pleases us enough.
What does a man think of when he

is up in the air? He thinks of his

work. All the time. Always. Every
second. What's coming next. What
he has done. If anything was not
made safe, he goes back and makes it

so. Safety first and last. He may
not step on a loose beam, or a pro-
truding plank, but some one else will.

And they depend on your work, just

as you have to depend on theirs.

Aren’t we afraid of falling? Sure.
Are we saps? But we don’t just walk
out on the iron and fall off for fun,

you know. When some Johnny Come-
lately is catfooting around the iron

nervously, it gives you a pain. Move
out. You can run on it. Don’t be
afraid of falling buddy, hell, I

couldn’t knock you off from here. It’s

true. You need just as much space to

stand erect and still as one foot can
cover. Try it on the sidewalk. Stand
on one foot. You can do it? That's
all you need anywhere. That’s a lot.

Try standing on something about three

inches wide. Easy? Walk a straight

line three inches wide. Anybody can
do that. Why not up aloft?

Of course as the derrick works the

building sways a little. And if the

wind blows, you must lean against it

SUBURBAN
I’ve often wondered who it is

Who lives in every town I know

—

A new brick house, white cornices,

Well out side-streets, where dahlias grow,
And homes rise fast, and I walk slow.

Neat little house with shades not drawn,
Cozy, and income not all spent,

Where dear meets dearie on the lawn
In suburban advertisement,
Two collies, and clean children in a tent.

On some far, smug, millenial day
I’ll meet that man. Oh, I have been
In some such houses, where they play
And drink to keep the seen unseen

—

But they are not the ones I mean.

Chard Powers Smith
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a little. That’s no worry if it blows

steadily. The squalls are hell tho.

You lean against them, and like a

flash they drop and just as you get

straightened up they hit you again

and push you off balance the other

way. Or you are carrying a plank

and a sudden squall makes a sail of

it. That’s no fun. Somebody drops

a wrench and knocks a riveter into the

hole. The load sways out and knocks

a connector over board. A million

things to cause you to fall, except your

own deliberate falling. Hell, you

want to stay up there, you have to be

knocked off.

When driving rivets and the guy

who is sticking them catches one from

the heater, sometimes he loses it, and

of course he is not supposed to, so he

hollers to the heater, “one got away,*’

so the heaters will know to put that

extra rivet in the fire to finish the point.

When a man falls it’s the same cry,

“one got away,** and all hands go

home for the day. It’s a law, un-

written, but law.

You have plenty of hunches at the

game too. They generally work out.

Wanted to work on the Camden
Bridge last summer, so went down on

a Wednesday to see if there was a

job. Heard that “one got away,*’ a

man was killed the Thursday previ-

ously. There was a 500 ton jack,

jacking up a top cord, it bit through

the wood softener, and of course when

steel met steel, the jack kicked. The
bridgeman who was operating it took

a ride of 1 35 feet to the Delaware.

A scow load of steel was anchored

below the traveler. Generally it had

ten or twelve men on it. This day

there was just one. He dove in after

the man who had fallen without ever

pulling the wrench out of his belt

They were both lost.

I was told to come out in the

morning. Did so, and MacQuarrie of

the American Bridge Co. told me to

stick around till he’d gone aloft and

seen how his riveting gangs were. He
wasn’t up there till the whistles on both

sides of the river were blowing. They
had reaved up a set of falls the night

before, to pull the traveler ahead. The
whistle blew before they moused the

becket. It was forgotten in the morn-

ing, and when they put a strain on the

falls the becket upset and lines and

blocks flew. Hit a riveting gang about

the chest. Two men grabbed a header

girder. One was knocked clear for a

ride. He was lost.

I got a little cold footed after this

beginning on the new job, but set in

next morning. Came to N. Y. over

the weekend which also was July 4th;

had a hunch and stretched the week-

end over Monday. Came in Tuesday
to hear that the bird who had worked

in my place was knocked off. Hunches
work out. Yours truly dragged up

on that bridge, and rested his nerves

putting up a power house in the hard

coal country.

It wouldn’t be bad if everything de-

pended on yourself, but it’s all team

play, and too many things to watch out

for. You must think fast. And the

old difference between “the quick, and

the dead,** applies daily to this lady-

like occupation.

The engine is on the street level,

and a bell man has two bell cords run-

ning down to two gongs right in front

of the engineer’s eyes. As those bell

cords are pulled the derrick works. It

may be to raise a load a sixteenth of

an inch, or to raise a load of steel

from the street with the engine wide

open. The engineer sits there with his
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ears and eyes all attention to those

gongs and their hammers, while his

hands and feet operate the engine in re-

sponse. Often the engineers hear bells

all night in their sleep. One engineer

frightened his wife half to death the

other night by shouting, “Up and out,

up and out.” (Up with the load and
out on the boom.) It seems a couple

of days previously they poured an arch

of concrete over his engine. The false

work failed and the concrete came
down on him. He lost the boom but

picked himself up and caught it again

before he wrecked the derrick or killed

anyone on top.

Folks on the street have an idea that

the ironworker is grossly overpaid.

Most people can’t think, much less rea-

son, and have their ideas inserted right

into their minds all done up in nice

blue ribbon. The particular idea of

the construction worker being overpaid

was cooked up by the newspapers, and
served thru their news and editorial

columns. And what 100% American
would for a moment doubt what he

sees in print? Print anything and it’s

truth.

For the benefit of the aforemen-

tioned idea wrestlers: the ironworker,

in this man’s town—gets paid $1.50
an hour ,—for every hour he works .

If he loses fifteen minutes because of

bad weather, a man getting killed, or

being injured himself, he is docked just

exactly ^ hours. They average about

$35 or $40 a week for the year,—if

they are not injured and laid up for

several months. When injured you
go on State compensation, after seven

days. It amounts to $20 a week.
You are not allowed your own doctor

but must use a company doctor.

Said doctor works like hell to knit

the bones, or have skin grow over the

wounds. The day it does you are fit

for work according to him. From the

day you are hurt the company wants

to know if you can’t go back at some
easy work such as giving signals. The
idea being to get you to admit you are

ready for work and using that as evi-

dence before the referee at the State

Compensation office. They don’t want
you in the way, too many sound men
waiting for a job, they just don’t want
you to get that compensation.

Had my hand fouled in a snatch

block on the Hotel Roosevelt job.

Hand was pulled through, and over

the sheave. On one end of the runner

was a 1 00 horsepower electric hoisting

engine, the load was a yellow pine

derrick timber 1 8" x 1 8" and 3
1

' long.

When the tips of my fingers went over

the sheave you can imagine the mess.

After pulling off my glove, there re-

mained in it four finger nails, the face

of one finger, and another finger was
split to the bone. Was paid three

weeks’ compensation, and four months

later called before the Compensation
referee and awarded a final settle-

ment of $50, tho my finger tips were
still just so much raw meat.

If you do not accept the award,
they put the case back, again and
again, till if you do go to work for

some other firm you lose more time and
pay than the award will come to.

The compensation law was for the pro-

tection of the worker ostensibly, but it

is not. It is only for the protection of

the employer. He can take any chance

with our lives, and is protected by the

insurance companies. This all iron-

workers know and feel, and are bit-

terly resentful against.

We work more strenuously, and lift

heavier loads, perched in the air than

the average man would attempt on the

street. We risk, and pay, when we lose,

our lives, limbs, and happiness of those

who love us,—for after all, most of

us are somebody’s darling. We work
broken time because of weather, and
time spent pounding the streets be-

tween jobs. Behind us we leave an

industrial civilization. Is $1.50 an

hour too much pay? Or even $1.75
if we get it?

Now all you birds who will gamble
a broken back against $1.50 an hour,

line up.

Hm, no hell of a rush, is there?

And don’t forget you will get yours

on this job sooner or later. Have
worked with fifty men, at least, who
have since been killed. Some of the

boys working with me now will soon

get theirs. Perhaps yours truly is

first on the list. Lots of room in this

game for ladylike young men to make
a fabulous income,—just read all

about it in the sheets of that friend of

the working man, Wm. R. Hearst.

Why Willie’s thinking himself of giv-

ing the job a whirl next week, (form

two lines, men) he can’t seem to get

ahead with a couple of dozen news-

papers, so he is going to peddle one

or two, and invest the proceeds in a

pair of Sweet-Orrs, and gloves, and a

connecting belt, and start making his

fortune as an ironworker at $1.50 an
hour. In three years, if he keeps away
from the crap game on rainy days. I’ll

bet he’ll have saved enough to buy a

Victrola, and retire,—to the mad
house.

Isn t it a joke? Who built the
Shelton Hotel ? The ironworker.
Who owns it? Arthur Brisbane, the
bird who was one of the foremost
bellyachers against the “outrageous”
demands of the men in the building
trades. You have your little piece of
property, Arthur, hope you are not
forced to live too impecuniously. But
I’ll bet you my gold tooth, the one
that’s loose, against your shanty, that
the overpaid ironworkers that built it,

have not had, 8 out of 1 0, a wardrobe
trunk in all their lives. Their fortunes
never bought clothes enough to fill one

!

What in the world keeps one a jelly-

bean bridgeman anyway? Just thrift-

lessness no doubt. Have put in thir-

teen social seasons in this set so far,

but guess I’ll have to go along for two
weeks more. There is something
wrong with the mainspring of my
Rolls Royce. Oh, hell, there is always
something to keep me in this wild
scramble of making money, and pre-
venting me joining the ranks of the
poor and happy!

Yop, we are paid too much

—

NIT!
My breast swells with working class

pride every time I hear some little

milliner, or actor, or street cleaner take
up the battlecry of the property
owner, and Engineering Contractor.
The working people are demanding

too much, for instance, look at the

building trades.” Every thing we
built ten years ago is worth triple

now ! ! ! Of course we get that too,

as back pay? Maybe.
And there’s no steel construction in

the houses we live in. There is noth-
ing but rotten rafters, falling plaster,

rats, cock-roaches, clothes lines in the

back yards, garbage cans on the side-

walks in front of our homes. Oh my,
but the houses we build! Reasonable
rents. Nice two and three room
apartments, elevators, $1,800 to

$6,000 a year. Apply Supt. You
know I have such fusses with my
Superintendent. Whenever I return

from work he will mistake me for an
elevator inspector for the Casualty Co.
and insist on me entering thru the

tradesmen’s entrance ! ! ! It makes me
so mad.

Well, I’m a damnfool bridgeman.
None of us knows why. If you stay

away from the steel for a couple of

months you think what a fool you were
to ever be at it. But one day the old

urge comes to do a man’s work again.

Or maybe you are broke, the urge

comes from the belly, (how un-

esthetic!) You hate to go back, you
have stood off and had time to review
the danger, the close shaves, your in-

injuries, others’ injuries and death, but

you go back ! ! ! And immediately re-

gain the psychology (reached round in

my back pocket for that 65c word) of

the ironworker. Why man, do you
know half the bridgemen in town are

glad to get on the job in the morning
because they’re worried down below:
the traffic is so dangerous coming and
going ! !

!

Well, it is a hell of a game. It

makes young men old fast. And keeps

old men younger than anything else

known. Not even barring King Sol-

omon’s recipe. But both recipes

wouldn’t work out together,—still, the

iron worker’s psychology,—how do
you know till you try.



a little. That’s no worry if it blows When a man falls it’s the same cry. They were both lost. end over Monday. Came in Tuesday

steadily. The squalls are hell tho. “one got away,** and all hands go I was told to come out in the to hear that the bird who had worked

You lean against them, and like a home for the day. It’s a law, un- morning. Did so, and MacQuarrie of in my place was knocked off. Hunches

flash they drop and just as you get written, but law. the American Bridge Co. told me to work out. Yours truly dragged up

straightened up they hit you again You have plenty of hunches at the stick around till he’d gone aloft and on that bridge, and rested, his nerves

and push you off balance the other game too. They generally work out. seen how his riveting gangs were. He putting up a power house in the hard

way. Or you are carrying a plank Wanted to work on the Camden wasn’t up there till the whistles on both coal country.^

and a sudden squall makes a sail of Bridge last summer, so went down on sides of the river were blowing. They It wouldn t be bad if everything de-

it. That’s no fun. Somebody drops a Wednesday to see if there was a had reaved up a set of falls the night pended on yourself, but it s all team

a wrench and knocks a riveter into the job. Heard that “one got away,*’ a before, to pull the traveler ahead. The play, and too many things to watch out

hole. The load sways out and knocks man was killed the Thursday previ- whistle blew before they moused the for. .You must think fast. And the

a connector over board. A million ously. There was a 500 ton jack, becket. It was forgotten in the morn- old difference between, the quick, and

things to cause you to fall, except your jacking up a top cord, it bit through ing, and when they put a strain on the the dead, applies daily to this lady-

own deliberate falling. Hell, you the wood softener, and of course when falls the becket upset and lines and like occupation.

.

want to stay up there, you have to be steel met steel, the jack kicked. The blocks flew. Hit a riveting gang about The engine is on the street level,

knocked off. bridgeman who was operating it took the chest. Two men grabbed a header and a bell man has two bell cords run-

'When driving rivets and the guy a ride of 135 feet to the Delaware. girder. One was knocked clear for a ning down, to two gongs right in front

who is sticking them catches one from A scow load of steel was anchored ride. He was lost.
#

of the engineer s eyes. As those bell

the heater, sometimes he loses it, and below the traveler. Generally it had I got a little cold footed after this cords are pulled the derrick works. It

of course he is not supposed to, so he ten or twelve men on it. This day beginning on the new job, but set in may. be to raise a load a sixteenth of

hollers to the heater, “one got away,** there was just one. He dove in after next morning. Cam§ to N. Y. over an inch, or to raise a load, of steel

so the heaters will know to put that the man who had fallen without ever the weekend which also was July 4th; from the street
,

with the engine, wide

extra rivet in the fire to finish the point, pulling the wrench out of his belt, had a hunch and stretched the week- open. The engineer sits there with his
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ears and eyes all attention to those

gongs and their hammers, while his

hands and feet operate the engine in re-

sponse. Often the engineers hear bells

all night in their sleep. One engineer

frightened his wife half to death the

other night by shouting, “Up and out,

up and out.’* (Up with the load and
out on the boom.) It seems a couple

of days previously they poured an arch
of concrete over his engine. The false

work failed and the concrete came
down on him. He lost the boom but

picked himself up and caught it again

before he wrecked the derrick or killed

anyone on top.

Folks on the street have an idea that

the ironworker is grossly overpaid.

Most people can’t think, much less rea-

son, and have their ideas inserted right

into their minds all done up in nice

blue ribbon. The particular idea of
the construction worker being overpaid

was cooked up by the newspapers, and
served thru their news and editorial

columns. And what 100% American
would for a moment doubt what he
sees in print? Print anything and it’s

truth.

For the benefit of the aforemen-

tioned idea wrestlers: the ironworker,

in this man’s town—gets paid $1.50
an hour ,—for every hour he works.

If he loses fifteen minutes because of

bad weather, a man getting killed, or

being injured himself, he is docked just

exactly ^ hours. They average about

$35 or $40 a week for the year,—if

they are not injured and laid up for

several months. When injured you
go on State compensation, after seven

days. It amounts to $20 a week.
You are not allowed your own doctor

but must use a company doctor.

Said doctor works like hell to knit

the bones, or have skin grow over the

wounds. The day it does you are fit

for work according to him. From the

day you are hurt the company wants

to know if you can’t go back at some
easy work such as giving signals. The
idea being to get you to admit you are

ready for work and using that as evi-

dence before the referee at the State

Compensation office. They don’t want
you in the way, too many sound men
waiting for a job, they just don’t want
you to get that compensation.

Had my hand fouled in a snatch

block on the Hotel Roosevelt job.

Hand was pulled through, and over

the sheave. On one end of the runner

was a 1 00 horsepower electric hoisting

engine, the load was a yellow pine

derrick timber 1
8" x 1

8" and 3 1
' long.

When the tips of my fingers went over

the sheave you can imagine the mess.

After pulling off my glove, there re-

mained in it four finger nails, the face

of one finger, and another finger was
split to the bone. Was paid three

weeks’ compensation, and four months

later called before the Compensation
referee and awarded a final settle-

ment of $50, tho my finger tips were
still just so much raw meat.

If you do not accept the award,
they put the case back, again and
again, till if you do go to work for

some other firm you lose more time and
pay than the award will come to.

The compensation law was for the pro-

tection of the worker ostensibly, but it

is not. It is only for the protection of

the employer. He can take any chance

with our lives, and is protected by the

insurance companies. This all iron-

workers know and feel, and are bit-

terly resentful against.

We work more strenuously, and lift

heavier loads, perched in the air than

the average man would attempt on the

street. We risk, and pay, when we lose,

our lives, limbs, and happiness of those

who love us,—for after all, most of

us are somebody’s darling. We work
broken time because of weather, and
time spent pounding the streets be-

tween jobs. Behind us we leave an
industrial civilization. Is $1.50 an

hour too much pay? Or even $1.75
if we get it?

Now all you birds who will gamble
a broken back against $1.50 an hour,

line up.

Hm, no hell of a rush, is there?

And don’t forget you will get yours

on this job sooner or later. Have
worked with fifty men, at least, who
have since been killed. Some of the

boys working with me now will soon

get theirs. Perhaps yours truly is

first on the list. Lots of room in this

game for ladylike young men to make
a fabulous income,—just read all

about it in the sheets of that friend of

the working man, Wm. R. Hearst.

Why Willie’s thinking himself of giv-

ing the job a whirl next week, (form
two lines, men) he can’t seem to get

ahead with a couple of dozen news-

papers, so he is going to peddle one

or two, and invest the proceeds in a

pair of Sweet-Orrs, and gloves, and a

connecting belt, and start making his

fortune as an ironworker at $1.50 an
hour. In three years, if he keeps away
from the crap game on rainy days, I’ll

bet he’ll have saved enough to buy a

Victrola, and retire,—to the mad
house.

Isn’t it a joke? Who built the
Shelton Hotel ? The ironworker.
Who owns it? Arthur Brisbane, the
bird who was one of the foremost
bellyachers against the “outrageous’’
demands of the men in the building
trades. You have your little piece of
property, Arthur, hope you are not
forced to live too impecuniously. But
I’ll bet you my gold tooth, the one
that’s loose, against your shanty, that
the overpaid ironworkers that built it,

have not had, 8 out of 1 0, a wardrobe
trunk in all their lives. Their fortunes
never bought clothes enough to fill one I

What in the world keeps one a jelly-

bean bridgeman anyway? Just thrift-

lessness no doubt. Have put in thir-

teen social seasons in this set so far,

but guess I’ll have to go along for two
weeks more. There is something
wrong with the mainspring of my
Rolls Royce. Oh, hell, there is always
something to keep me in this wild
scramble of making money, and pre-
venting me joining the ranks of the
poor and happy

!

Yop, we are paid too much

—

NIT I

My breast swells with working class

pride every time I hear some little

milliner, or actor, or street cleaner take
up the battlecry of the property
owner, and Engineering Contractor.
“The working people are demanding
too much, for instance, look at the

building trades.’* Every thing we
built ten years ago is worth triple

now!!! Of course we get that too,

as back pay? Maybe.
And there’s no steel construction in

the houses we live in. There is noth-
ing but rotten rafters, falling plaster,

rats, cock-roaches, clothes lines in the

back yards, garbage cans on the side-

walks in front of our homes. Oh my,
but the houses we build! Reasonable
rents. Nice two and three room
apartments, elevators, $1,800 to

$6,000 a year. Apply Supt. You
know I have such fusses with my
Superintendent. Whenever I return

from work he will mistake me for an
elevator inspector for the Casualty Co.
and insist on me entering thru the

tradesmen’s entrance ! ! ! It makes me
so mad.

Well, I’m a damnfool bridgeman.
None of us knows why. If you stay

away from the steel for a couple of

months you think what a fool you were
to ever be at it. But one day the old
urge comes to do a man’s work again.

Or maybe you are broke, the urge
comes from the belly, (how un-

esthetic!) You hate to go back, you
have stood off and had time to review
the danger, the close shaves, your in-

injuries, others’ injuries and death, but
you go back ! ! ! And immediately re-

gain the psychology (reached round in

my back pocket for that 65c word) of

the ironworker. Why man, do you
know half the bridgemen in town are

glad to get on the job in the morning
because they’re worried down below:
the traffic is so dangerous coming and
going! !

!

Well, it is a hell of a game. It

makes young men old fast. And keeps

old men younger than anything else

known. Not even barring King Sol-

omon’s recipe. But both recipes

wouldn’t work out together,—still, the

iron worker’s psychology,—how do
you know till you try.
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ON THE DEATH OF A POET
By LEON TROTSKY

TRANSLATED BY BESSIE WEISSMAN

(Serge Yessenin is known to Americans chiefly through the fact of his

marriage to Isadora Duncan , the American dancer, with whom he paid a brief

visit to this country in 1924. The poet , one of the most talented of the literary

“fellow-travellers” with the revolution , committed suicide several months ago.

Trotsky's tribute to Yessenin was Written in a letter to the All-Russian Union of

Writers , on the occasion of its memorial evening for Yessenin in the Moscow Art

Theatre. It was published in the Communist newspaper , Pravda.

Those who know Trotsky only as an economist and revolutionary general ,

will be surprised to read this tribute t which reveals him also as a deep lover of

poetry.)

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!

W E HAVE lost Yessenin—such

a fine, fresh and genuine poet.

And how tragically have we lost him!

He went at his own choosing, writing

farewell with blood from his veins to

an unknown friend, perhaps to all of

us. Remarkably tender and delicate

are those last lines of his. He left life

without any noisy offense, without a

pose of protest, or any slamming of

the door behind him, but quietly clos-

ing it with his hand, from which was

oozing blood. At that moment the

poetical and human image of Yessenin

blazed forth in a last unforgettable

splendor.

Yessenin wrote the brazen poems of

a hooligan, imparting an inimitable

Yessenin melody to the harsh strains

of Moscow’s taverns. He took pride

in insolent gesture and rough word.

But under the crust of his affected

brazenness throbbed the peculiar ten-

derness of an unshielded, undefended

soul. With this half-simulated rough-

ness Yessenin was only trying to pro-

tect himself from the harsh period into

which he was born. But he could not

protect himself. I can bear it no

longer, said the vanquished poet on

December 27. He said it with no

challenge, no reproach. Yessenin had

apparently always felt himself as one

not quite of this world. This is not

spoken in praise of Yessenin, for it was

because of this unearthliness we lost

him ; but it is not said in condemnation

either. Is it conceivable to pursue our

most lyrical poet with reproaches

merely because we could not save him

for ourselves?

Our time is severe, perhaps one of

the severest in the history of so-called

civilized humanity. A revolutionary

born for these decades is possessed of

a furious patriotism for his era, his

fatherland in time. Yessenin was not

a revolutionary. The author of “Pug-

achev” and “Ballads about the 26”

was a lyrical poet. Our era, however,

is not lyrical. This is the main rea-

son why Serge Yessenin, of his own
free will, has left us and his epoch so

prematurely.

Yessenin's roots are deeply national,

and his nationalism, as everything in

him, is real and genuine. And this is

most unmistakably shown, not in his

poem of the national insurrection but

rather in his lyrics:

Quietly, against the juniper thicket

on the slope,

Red, mare Autumn scratches her

mane.

This image of Autumn, as many
other of his images, in the beginning

shocked us as baseless audacity. But

the poet has forced us to feel the

peasant roots in his images and to

absorb them deeply into our marrow.

Fet would not have said it so, and still

less Tiutchev. The peasant background,

purified and refracted through his cre-

ative art, is very strong in Yessenin.

But the strength of this peasant back-

ground constitutes the real weakness of

Yessenin’s personality: he was uprooted

from the old without striking root in

the new. The city did not strengthen

him, but only shattered and covered

him with bruises. His travels through

foreign countries, through Europe and

across the ocean, did not strengthen

him at all. He reacted with im-

measurably greater depth to Teheran

than he did to New York. In Persia

the lyrical quality indigenous to that

ancient soil was more akin to him than

were the cultural centers of Europe and

America.

Yessenin was not hostile to the Rev-

olution, and by no means alien to it.

On the contrary, he always aspired to

it—in a special manner in 1918:

Native land, mother mine,
I am a Bolshevik.

In another sense—these last years:

Now in the land of the Soviets

I am the most furious poputchik.*

The Revolution forced itself both

into the structure of his verses and his

imagery, at first heavily slagged, but

later purified and refined. In the ship-

wreck of the old world, Yessenin had
lost nothing and had nothing to la-

ment about. No, the poet was not

aloof from the Revolution. He was
simply not akin to it. Yessenin is

intimate, tender and lyrical; the Revo-

lution is public, epic and catastrophic.

That is why the brief life of the poet

ended in a tragedy.

It has been said by someone that

every person bears within himself the

spring of his fate, and that life ex-

pands this spring to the end. This is

only partially true. Yessenin’s spring

expanded, but it caught in the facets

of his time and was snapped off.

Not a few of Yessenin’s precious

lines are saturated in our time. The
epoch winnows through his entire cre-

ative activity. But at the same time

Yessenin is not “of this world,” is not

a genuine poet of the Revolution.

I will accept all of it,

as it is,

I accept everything.
I am ready to follow the beaten steps

I will give all my soul to October
and May

But my beloved lyrics I will not give
up.

His lyrical spring could have ex-

panded to the end only in a society

alive with song, harmonious and happy,

in which not struggle, but friendship,

love and tenderness rule.

Such a day will come. After this

period, in whose womb are still con-

cealed many ruthless and fruitful

battles of man with man, other times

will come, the very times being pre-

pared in the present struggle. The
human personality will blossom forth

into wonderful colors, and with it

—

lyrical poetry. The Revolution, for

the first time, will conquer for every

man not only the right to bread, but

also the right to lyrical expression. To
whom did Yessenin write in his last

hour with blood ? Perhaps he was only

crying out to the friend who has not

yet been born, to the man of the ap-

proaching future, whom some prepare

through battle and whom Yessenin was
preparing through song.

The poet perished because he was
not akin to the Revolution. But for

the sake of the future the Revolution

will adopt him forever.

Yessenin aspired to death almost

since the very first years of his cre-

ativeness, realizing his inner lack of de-

fense. In one of his last poems Yes-

senin bids farewell to the flowers:

Well, my darlings, what of it,

what of it,

I saw you and I saw the earth,

And this grave-like shiver
I will, like a new caress, accept.

Only now, after his suicide, all of

us—those who knew the poet little or

not at all—can fully appreciate the

sincerity of Yessenin’s lyrics, in which
almost every line is written in the blood

of a baffled heart. All the more poig-

nant seems his loss. For even in the

fullness of life, Yessenin continued to

find melancholy and touching consola-

tion in the premonition of his swift de-

parture from life:

And my beloved, perhaps with
another lover,

While hearkening in the stillness

to the song
Will think of me as of a meteorically

vanishing flower.

(Continued on page 30)

*Literally fellow-traveller: One of a group of
non-Communist literary men who have supported
the Soviet Revolution.

DRAWING BY WILLIAM GROPPER

“THERE’S NOTHIN’ YOU CAN GIT YOUR BABY
AIN’T GOT!”
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DRAWING BY JOHN SLOAN

HER FEET BENEATH HER PETTICOAT,
LIKE LITTLE MICE, STOLE IN AND OUT,
AS IF THEY FEARED THE LIGHT.

SIR JOHN SUCKLING Cl 620)

THE SPIDER’S PARLOR
A hundred years ago, the stirrings

of American Labor took the form of

a demand for free public schools.

The workers’ demand was not at odds
with the logic of events. It did the

ruling class no harm to let the workers

chase after a will o’ the wisp, and the

outcome of the public school system

has shown that education is as true a

tool in the hands of American preda-

tion as in the hands of British greed.

A year or so ago, a field representa-

tive of the Workers’ Education move-
ment in this country succeeded in

launching a labor college in a town
with a strong record for radical work-
ing-class action, especially in politics.

The project was made possible by the

enthusiasm of a number of professors

from a near-by university,—men of

pronounced views, supporters of the

La Follette ticket or otherwise com-
mitted to social experiment. As soon
as the scheme came to the attention of

the president of the university, he im-

mediately took it over and designated

a group of “safe” professors to con-

duct the courses. Workers’ Educa-
tion to be sure! Education of the

Workers

!

A few months since a gathering was
held in New York (one of a series of

similar meetings held throughout the

country) with a view to launching an
Adult Education Association. It was
attended by representatives of various

agencies,—schools, museums, libraries,

motion pictures, Americanization move-
ments, etc.—seemingly acting in a

simple-minded fashion, in entire good
faith. But the sponsor of the cam-
paign was the Carnegie Corporation

a concern of such dubious repute that

the New York State Federation of

Labor is on record demanding its dis-

solution.

The program was cut and dried and
put through in spite of a rather be-

wildering uncertainty in the gathering

as to what the whole thing was about.

The only sure thing was that while the

Carnegie Corporation took pains not

to bind itself formally to finance the

movement, it took just as great pains

to make the members of the conference

certain that it wanted to do so and
would do so if the enterprise proved
worthy of such hallowed dollars.

This same Carnegie Corporation,

built on the wealth extracted from the

exploitation of the steel workers, wealth
stained with the blood of Homestead,—this Universal Busybody, has just

extended a large grant of money to the

most outstanding workers’ education

agency in the United States, and this

money is to be used for the publica-

tion of books for workers’ classes.

The Carnegie dollars are running

true to form. A generation ago they

began to establish libraries in which
men that had worked the twelve hour
day and had no money to buy books
of their own might while away a few
of their leisure hours communing with

the great spirits of the ages! It is re-

ported that a visitor to Skibo Castle

toward Carnegie’s end came away with

these words ringing in his ears: “I

would give all my wealth, if I could

shut from my hearing the cries of the

men that were shot down at Home-
stead.” Evidently the cries are still

audible; and surely the soul of the

iron-master as it sails the Styx will be

somewhat eased by the pour of work-
ers’ education literature made possible

by his endowment.
The story all hangs together. When

it is no longer possible to keep the

workers in stark ignorance, public

schools are grudgingly conceded and
then converted into instruments of

obscurantism and reactionary propa-

ganda. A few undismayed spirits from
the working-class strive upward into

college and university ; and then censor-

ship has to be applied with proper dili-

gence in this loftier realm.

Then appears the Workers’ Educa-
tion movement; in it the mind of the

worker threatens to come of age, and
to menace the capitalist system. So the

Carnegie Corporation goes to work
again spinning its web.

There are other ante-rooms to this

spider’s parlor. There are workers*

education projects framed with the

civic viewpoint, regarding the workers

primarily as “citizens.” It may be

that the sponsors of such soothing

syrup do not realize that citizenship,

civic loyalty, is a narrow and outworn
concept—that it is but spurious patriot-

ism, loyalty to the capitalist state. It

may be they do not understand that the

only noble, the only saving loyalty

there can be in the world today is

loyalty to the emerging working class,

the vicar of humanity in the struggle

for the future.

But whether they know or not is not

the question. “By their fruits ye shall

know them.” And if these “civicists”

begin by ruling out educational ven-

tures conducted by class-conscious

groups without the sanction of official

trade unionism, and if they go on to

join hands with the representatives of

the major exploiting interests, and if

these agencies of plunder so far ap-

prove the past activities of the would-

be leaders of workers’ education as to

subsidize their future projects, then it

is time for us to be on our guard.

The American working-class is

charged with the responsibility for the

world’s deliverance. Inasmuch as

American capitalism is the supreme

ruler of the world, and inasmuch as the

American working-class stands in the

most favored material situation of all

the world’s workers, the choice must

be made whether American Labor will

lend itself as a tool to the master-class

for the complete enslavement of man-
kind or whether it will rise to the occa-

sion and bear manfully the burden laid

upon it for the freeing of the world.

Arthur W. Calhoun .
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THE NEW MASSES I’D LIKE
By JOHN DOS PASSOS

Mike Gold is responsible for these

notes, for their existence if not for their

disorder and scatterbrainedness. The
other night he made off into the under-

brush after calling me a bourgeois in-

tellectual before I had a chance to

argue with him. The salutary truth

has rankled and finally come out in a

rash of generalizations concerning pro-

fessional writers, the labor movement in

America, the New Masses and people

in general. Admitting that generaliza-

tions are worthless, here they are.

First a restriction about proletarian

literature. It seems to me that people

are formed by their trades and occu-

pations much more than by their opin-

ions. The fact that a man is a shoe-

salesman or a butcher is in every re-

spect more important than that he’s a

republican or a theosophist; so that

when he stops earning an honest living

and becomes a writer, agitator, poet,

idealist, in his actions if not in his ideas

he becomes a member of the great

semi-parasitic class that includes all the

trades that deal with words from adver-

tising and the Christian ministry to song

writing. Whether his aims are KKK
or Communist he takes on the mind and

functional deformities of his trade.

The word-slinging organism is sub-

stantially the same whether it sucks its

blood from Park Avenue or from Flat-

bush.

And at this moment it seems to me
that the word-slinging classes, radical

and fundamentalist, are further away
from any reality than they’ve ever been.

Writers are insulated like everyone

else by the enforced pigeonholing of

specialized industry. As mechanical

power grows in America general ideals

tend to restrict themselves more and

more to Karl Marx, the first chapter

of Genesis and the hazy scientific mys-

ticism of the Sunday supplements. I

don’t think it’s any time for any group

of spellbinders to lay down the law on

any subject whatsoever. Particularly

I don’t think there should be any more

phrases, badges, opinions, banners, im-

ported from Russia or anywhere else.

Ever since Columbus, imported sys-

tems have been the curse of this con-

tinent. Why not develop our own
brand?
What we need is a highly flexible

receiving station that will find out

what’s in the air in the country any-

how.
Under the grey slag of a print-

pocked crust there are veins of lava to

be tapped that writers at least know
nothing about, among the shuffling peo-

ple at strike meetings there are tenta-

tive flickers of thought that the agita-

tors and organizers know nothing about,

under the vests of fat men in limousines

there are inquietudes that mean some-

thing. In these terribly crucial years

when the pressure is rising and rising in

the boiler of the great imperial steam-

roller of American finance that’s going

to try to grind down even further the

United States and the world, being

clear-sighted is a life and death matter.

If we ever could find out what was
really going on we might be able to

formulate a theory of what to do

about it.

Why shouldn’t the New Masses
be setting out on a prospecting trip,

drilling in unexpected places, follow-

ing unsuspected veins, bringing home
specimens as yet unclassified? I think

that there’s much more to be gained

by rigorous exploration than by sitting

on the side lines of the labor movement

with a red rosette in your buttonhole

and cheering for the home team.

The terrible danger to explorers is

that they always find what they are

looking for. The American Mercury
explores very ably the American field

only to find the face of Mr. Mencken
mirrored in every prairie pool. I want

an expedition that will find what it’s

not looking for.

I hope that it is not for nothing that

the New Masses has taken that dan-

gerous word NEW into its name. The

tendency of the masses has always been

to be more disciplined in thought than

in action. I’d like to see that state of

things reversed for once. I’d like to

see a magazine full of introspection and

doubt that would be like a piece of

litmus paper to test things by. I don’t

mean to start with the original chaos

and make a new map of the world

starting from 8th Street. The receiver

has got to be tuned to a fairly limited

range. That range has been vaguely

laid down to be the masses, the people

who work themselves rather than the

people who work others. Within that

range, wouldn’t a blank sheet for men
and women who have never written

I
AM an internationalist, but I stand

with John Dos Passos in his de-

claration that American writers in

general and the New Masses writers

in particular, ought to set sail for a new
discovery of America.

Yes, let us explore this continent.

Let us lose ourselves in this dangerous

and beautiful jungle of steel and stone.

Let us forget the past. Shakespeare,

Dante, Shelley and even Bernard Shaw
—for here are virgin paths their feet

could not have trod in time and space.

A gorgeous fresh adventure waits for

us—no one has been this way before.

And what is the plan we shall fol-

low? What compass shall we steer

by? What North Star shall our eyes

study as we move through the storm?

Introspection and doubt, answers

John Dos Passos—those will be our

stars.

Moscow and revolution—these are

what he charges I would like to slip into

the pilot’s compass-box.

I deny that that is my answer to

you, friend John.

I will not deny that Soviet Russia

and its revolutionary culture form the

spiritual core around which thousands

of the younger writers in every land

are building their creative lives, includ-

ing myself.

I will not deny the World Revolu-

tion provides a Weltanschauung that

exfoliates a thousand bold new futurist

thoughts in psychology, art, literature,

economics, sex. It is a fresh world

synthesis—the old one was killed in the

war, and long live the new!

What I deny is that I, or anyone

else, demands of young American

writers that they take their “spiritual”

commands from Moscow. No one de-

mands that; for it is not necessary. It

is no more necessary than were orders

from Moscow in the British general

strike. Moscow could not have created

such a strike; British life created it.

Moscow could not have created John

Reed, Upton Sinclair, Jack London,

Max Eastman, or Horace Traubel,

American life created them. It will

create others like them and better. Let

us forget Moscow in this discussion.

Let us think of America, where you

and I have spent the great part of our

lives.

What is American life like in this

hour?

America to-day, I believe, offers the

honest young writer only one choice

—

Revolt

!

before to write on as no one has ever

written before be better than an in-

struction book, whether the instructions

come from Moscow or Bethlehem,

Pa.?

But Mike says that scepticism is

merely the flower of decay, the green

mould on the intellect of the rotton

bourgeoisie. He may be right. Any-

way I don’t think it is scepticism to say

that November, 1917, is in the past.

It shows an almost imbecile faith in the

word New and the word MASSES.

The New Masses must at all costs

avoid the great future that lies behind

it.

No humane and sensitive artist can

assent to this vast Roman orgy of

commercialism, this wholesale prostitu-

tion of mind, this vast empire of

cheapness and shallowness and hypoc-

risy that forms the current America.

No decent creative mind can be

permanently happy worshipping the

Dollar Bill, or taking “spiritual” com-

mands from Mr. J. P. Morgan, who
dictates our American environment.

Revolt is the organ-bass that softly

or harshly throbs through the young

literature of America today. We are

not satisfied. We are not part of this

American empire. We repudiate it if

only in the name of art. We revolt.

Shall we revolt blindly, however, or

with full, bold, hard consciousness?

John Dos Passos says blindly. And
he and John Howard Lawson and

others formulate a vague esthetic creed

of impressionism—of sensationalism

—

of empiricism. They try to shut their

eyes to the main drifts of American
life. They try to live in the isolated

sensation. They reject all generaliza-

tions, which is only another name for

scientific thought. They hug chaos to

their bosoms, and all the heroes of their

fiction wind up in chaos and failure.

Other writers choose the same paths

of “introspection and doubt.” Eugene
O’Neill has definitely strayed into a

queer mystic universe of his own.

Waldo Frank is discovering tragic

“beauty” in the bull-fight and in parlor

Zionism. Sherwood Anderson is still

mumbling prayers before the ancient

phallic gods. Carl Sandburg has sud-

denly become a sentimental American

nationalist. Floyd Dell is busy turning

out bed-room romances for the adoles-

cent. H. L. Mencken is still hypnotiz-

ing poor driven little press-agents or

advertising slaves into the delusion that

they are “free” aristocrats and super-

men. Robinson Jeffers offers serious

epics on the solitary theme of incest.

Carl Van Vechten prattles upper-class

nonsense for the amusement of our

nouveaux riches . James Branch Cabell

plagiarizes from a thousand healthy

folk-fantasies and weaves the results

into flashy patterns for the same

nouveaux riches .

One can go on indefinitely with the

tale. A hundred younger writers ex-

press their revolt in the same blind,

futile ways.

Is this exploring America?

Is this revival of the dead horses of

(Continued on page 26)

BESSEMER
I am a competitor of the stars and the moon.

When I thrust my red-head into the night,

Lifting its heavy folds on crimson shoulders,

Watch the magnetic pull of my presence.

I too, have old lovers.

Even as the stars and the moon.
Jim Waters

TO MOTHER JONES
There’s an oak tree back home
That stands alone on the summit of a hill

;

It has withstood the storms of many years:

The rain has beat it,

The snow has cut it,

The wind has whipt it.

Yet it holds fast in its determination

And grows more beautiful each day.

When I think of you,

Mother Jones,

I think of the oak tree back home
That stands alone on the summit of a hill.

Jim Waters

LET IT BE REALLY NEW!
By MICHAEL GOLD
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WALL STREET—THE GREAT LOVER
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A YELL FROM THE GALLERY
By STUART CHASE

1. THE EVOLUTION OF FAITH—FIFTEENTH CENTURY

DEBUNKING THE ART THEATRE
By JOHN HOWARD LAWSON

1
CLIMB many long flights of stairs

to support American playwrights.

Not the boys who furnish box office

applesauce, but those who hitch their

wagon to a star. Sometimes I come
down those stairs with a star or two
in my hand which glows for weeks and
months, but more often I stumble down
with a hod of clinkers. John Howard
Lawson’s Nirvana I’ve seen, and The
Moon Is « a Cong , by John Dos
Passos, and the Great Cod Brown, by
Eugene O’Neill. All in ten days.

And I am getting fed up with poetry

mixed in half baked philosophy.

These plays are written with a fine

courage and a fine sincerity. They
are haunted with moments of genuine

beauty. A door swings wide, and
even as we catch the great light be-

yond, it is slammed in our faces. We
squirm in our seats and try to make
out how the walls of the theatre are

decorated. Anything to escape those

bawling puppets on the stage.

Why these dreary reaches of inat-

tention, this baffled rage, this prayer to

put the whole play out of its misery

before it becomes too grotesquely

terrible (which it never quite does) ?

What is the matter anyway? How
can sound artists and authentic poets

get tangled up in such an infernal skein

of nonsense?

I know little of the technique of the

drama, and I have no answer to these

questions in technical terms. But as a

sample of the $1.65 dog—the hope-
ful, well wishing, and moderately in-

telligent dog—on whom these arts are

tried, and without whom, I make bold
to state, we would have no national arts

and letters at all, perhaps I may be
permitted a yell or two in the ver-

nacular.

These three plays and a sad number
of their blood brothers, are bad plays,

and boring plays, and one fears totally

insignificant plays, because their au-

thors have chosen to submerge their

very real talents for writing a story

which moves, into a morass of philo-

sophical generalities; generalities which
are, on the whole, appallingly naive,

or wearisomely trite, or without a
suspicion of biological or psychological

support, or the product of highly

superficial and inaccurate observation,

or a broadside of shouting to cover a
plain intellectual vacuum, or a com-
bination of all five.

To tell the cock-eyed world, that

the world is cock-eyed, was old stuff

in Babylon. Pharaohs yawned over

it; Incas banished; and Aztecs boiled

in oil. Of course it's a cock-eyed
world ; a cruel, blundering, pitiful

world, but it does not need two hours

and a lot of dim lights and dizzy

backdrops to say what can be said

equally well in not over ten seconds.

Note the words equally well . It is

possible to fuse this simple thought, that

the world is cock-eyed, into a drama
which, with a relentless inevitability

and a terrible beauty, quickens us to

life as we watch it. Ibsen knew how
to write such dramas. But Ibsen com-
bined with his philosophy a dramatic

sequence of the highest technical skill.

His characters do not stand around and

bawl about their hard luck. They
move, they behave, and out of their

acts, registered one by one, a majestic

and awful philosophy emerges. Which
to my mind is the quintessence of great

play writing.

God knows, I am not looking for

sweetness and light. I am not expect-

ing, in America as yet, a flock of

Ibsens. But below the level of great-

ness, I would like to see ( 1 ) a play

which tells an honest story, which
moves along, which cherishes the

eternal make-believe of the theatre,

and keeps its philosophy, if any, on
rather simple lines (like The Emperor
Jones for instance) or, (2) a play

whose author has the wit, the penetra-

tion, and the sheer intellectual ability

to make general ideas both interesting

and original—as Shaw knows how to

make them. I can sit through Back to

Methuselah, and, stifling a yawn or

two, get a pretty powerful kick out of

it—an exhilarating intellectual kick.

Or I can always have a good time

when somebody tells me a good story.

And I can go up on the heights with

Ibsen or Strindberg when the two are

combined.

But I will be damned if I can stand

an effort, no matter how earnest, which
has neither story nor seasoned intelli-

gence. The thing is as juiceless as a

green turnip.

It may be objected that Messrs.

O’Neill, Lawson and Dos Passos are

better philosophers than I am; that the

reason their interminable soliloquies

seem opaque is that they are over my
head. (I take it no one this side of

Matteawan maintains that these plays

exhibit any dramatic story.) Maybe
they are over my head. But in defense

of my head I would like to observe

that it bears up moderately well under
Shaw; that it finds almost no behavior-

ism, only the sloppiest kind of psycho-

analysis, no anthropology, a grammar
school grasp of history, and hardly a

trace of biology in the whole philo-

sophical content of the three plays cited.

Though the problems which the char-

acters face (but do not live through)

are modern enough, the interpretation

might have been made by Chaucer or

Empedocles, for that matter. What
a ghastly mess Lawson made of the

ideas of modern science in Nirvana.

He knows no science .... We conceal

our real characters and the mask only

comes off with death, says O’Neill in

The Great Cod Brown. Which is not

only excessively trite, but, if Mr.
O'Neill will take the trouble to read

Why We Behave Like Human Beings,

he will find that it is almost totally

untrue.

And so, in my $1.65 seat, irritated,

bored, delighted for an instant, baf-

fled continuously, I yell.

Even a subsidized magazine must
depend to a large extent upon revenue

from Us advertising. If the advertisers

in the New Masses get a response

from our readers, they will buy space

again. You are urged to read the ad-
vertisements and to write to our adver-

tisers regarding their wares, always
mentioning the New Masses.

M R. CHASE indulges in a yell

from the gallery, and then clari-

fies his objection in the following terms

;

he “finds almost no behaviorism, only

the sloppiest kind of psychoanalysis, no
anthropology, a grammar school grasp

of history, hardly a trace of biology,

in the whole philosophical content of

the three plays cited.’’ And then adds
specifically in regard to The Great
God Brown, that “if Mr. O’Neill will

take the trouble to read Why We Be-
have Like Human Beings, he will find

that it is almost totally untrue.*'

As a shout from the gallery, I

should like to hear Mr. Chase yell all

this consecutively and without pausing

for breath. Whether or not Mr. Law-
son is a good behaviorist, whether or

not Mr. Dos Passos has any astronom-

ical basis for his bald assertion that the

moon is a gong, it seems to me that the

only test or criterion of these three

plays (or any other plays, new art or

old art) is their quality as sheer enter-

tainment. Now I gather that Mr.
Chase, all things considered, is not

amused. As one man’s impression,

this is important and interesting. As
one who has enjoyed the inalienable

privilege of acute boredom in many
theatres on many occasions, I am en-

tirely in favor of having the spectators

yell “Take him out!’’ or “So is your
old man!’’, “Bring on the trained

seals!’’—or what you will.

If that happened it would be an in-

dication of some life in the theatre.

The tendency of audiences to sit

through anything, yawn and discuss

philosophy, strikes me as thoroughly

unfortunate.

But what, specifically, does Mr.
Chase offer, a constructive thought, if

I may say so, growing out of this, the

winter of his discontent? He prefers

Ibsen to the three plays mentioned. So
do I. But when he says that “no one
this side of Matteawan maintains that

these plays exhibit any dramatic story,’*

I rise to disagree. As one standing as

far aloof as possible from the shadow
of that melancholy asylum, it never

occurred to me that these plays con-
tained anything else.

There is a good deal of bunk and
balderdash about the new school of

drama. But a play always was, and
I suspect always will be, a story told

in plastic action. And the point of

this proceeding is to move, excite and
touch the spectator to a seeming or

actual participation in the story un-
folded on the stage. If this emotional
participation is sufficiently real, the

audience becomes almost a part of the

play, the thing on the stage becomes
almost a ritual expression of a crowd
emotion. Just as the medieval church
service might have been an expression

of a community excitement. This
sounds abstract, but you can see A1
Jolson do it for brief flashes which
illumine the dim aisles and chapels of

a solemn old temple of the drama
known as the Winter Garden.
Of course this is not the whole case.

Those of us who talk rather loosely

about new life in the theatre, can see

in it a possibility of a deeper excite-

ment, a more conscious contact, than
that accomplished by the occasional

skill of a music hall specialist. But
this is a simple idea. Where do peo-
ple get the notion there is something
occult, sinister and hoity-toity about the

new movement in the drama? Well,
perhaps this comes in part from the

slightly muddled statements of play-

wrights, scenic designers and direc-

tors. It can be assumed that these

practitioners have sometimes been led

astray by disastrous press-agentry.

So a complicated and meaningless
terminology has been evolved. One
finds the same uncertain use of words
in the field of the novel: Manhattan
Transfer is loosely termed “a stream-

of-consciousness novel, ’’ although it

seems clearly to be conceived quite in

the picaresque mood of Tom Jones. I

should prefer to apply “stream-of-con-

sciousness’’ to some old fogey like

Henry James.

But confusion of terms is particularly

dangerous in the theatre. It seems to

me that what we chiefly need is clari-

fication: let us agree that the point in

concocting a play is to tell a story, to

(Continued on page 28)
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2. THE EVOLUTION OF FAITH TWENTIETH CENTURY

THE FOLK-LORE LINCOLN
Abraham Lincoln: The Prairie Years,

by Carl Sandburg . Harcourt, Brace

& Co., New York. Two volumes .

$ 10 .00 .

I
F Abraham Lincoln had never ex-

isted—and certainly the American

school primer Lincoln never did exist

—

Carl Sandburg would have had to cre-

ate him. That much is implicit in

Sandburg’s cornfed poetry and the

trend toward an American mythology

revealed in his Rootabaga stories. It

is inconceivable that any phase of Lin-

coln should more strongly appeal to

Sandburg than “the folk lore Lincoln,

the maker of stories, the stalking and

elusive Lincoln.”

“Perhaps poetry, art, human be-

havior in this country, which has need

to build on its own traditions, would

be served by a life of Lincoln stressing

the fifty-two years previous to his pres-

idency” (the prairie years). Is this a

program that Sandburg proposes in his

preface to the present biography? I

do not think so. It is merely a revela-

tion of that phase of Lincoln expres-

sion toward which Sandburg naturally

inclines. In Lincoln he sees the heroic

symbol of America’s pioneer history.

Abraham Lincoln incarnates and makes

vital for the poet the American myth

created by the poet’s own lyric imagi-

nation.

Choice of method should imply

choice of material. Having determined

to give us the folk lore Lincoln, to

write biography as myth, Sandburg

would have been justified, formally, in

eliminating all details destructive of the

symbol. But Sandburg is too en-

grossed in the warm complexities of a

human life to achieve the unity of

legend. Perhaps we are still too close

to the man in point of time to create the

hero. Certainly the legend which

Sandburg attempts to build by the pa-

tient accumulation of significant detail

is time and again put out of focus by

the introduction of material petty in

itself and irrelevant to the pattern. Such

are the many details concerning Lin-

coln’s marital squabbles. It is not that

pettiness does not play its part in the

scheme of a heroic life. But even

pettiness may be inessential.

In the last analysis Sandburg has

written the biography not of one Abra-

ham Lincoln but of two. He gives us

the Lincoln of American folk lore and

the Lincoln of American politics.

Abraham Lincoln, moreover, shares

the honors with the changing America

of his first fifty years. Sandburg has

tried to force a synthesis of these two

elements by making Lincoln the point

of convergence of all those crossing

lines that charted the life of his country.

The only trouble is that Lincoln was
not that point of convergence (what in-

dividual could be?) and as often as

not is left out in the cold and seems

insignificant in the gathering cyclone

that was to plunge the states in the

holocaust of civil war. The evidence

that Sandburg submits too often shows

Lincoln playing a distinctly minor role

in the contemporary drama, a role that

cannot be said to have impressed itself

deeply upon the great bulk of the

American people who formed the

audience.

The political Lincoln, in brief, is in

no way commensurate with the folk

lore Lincoln. To be sure, this is no

fault of the biographer. But it does

involve a fault in the biographer's

method. Nothing can be more devestat-

ing to the pioneer Lincoln legend than

a plain dose of pioneer politics. So

that much of what is positive in the

creation of the folk lore Lincoln is

negated in the delineation of the ambi-

tious politician, “cunning as a fox.”

We have simply changed planes. It

is disconcerting, the nonchalance with

which Sandburg, intent only upon the

detail, slips from a story glimpsing an

intricate and essentially noble character

to a story revealing a politician devoid

of distinction.

The multiplication of details may
complete the picture of a human being,

but lacking the harmonization of vital

comment, in the end it is not a human
being we have after all, but merely a

lot of facts about that being. Thus
Sandburg reiterates his statement that

Lincoln was a sad man, given to mel-

ancholy spells, even to the point of

morbidity. But there is not one sugges-

tion offered in explanation, though the

biographer is very emphatic on this

point, and though the facts suggest sev-

eral explanations that are possible.

It would seem from the evidence

amassed by Sandburg that, in spite of

this thesis, Lincoln did not make his-

tory so much as history made “Father

Abraham, the savior of his country.”

We find the hero of the biography de-

ficient in ideas and outclassed by many
of his contemporaries on the political

stage. We cannot discover Lincoln

making a truly notable or historic stand

on any of the most vital issues of his

time. Take, for instance, the issue of

slavery, upon which the Union was

hurling itself to its own disintegration.

Wendell Phillips said, “Let us question

Mr. Lincoln,” and went @n: “Do you be-

lieve, Mr. Abraham Lincoln, that the

negro is your political and social
<

equal

,

or ought to be? Not a bit of it. Do
you believe he should sit on juries?

Never. Do you think he. should vote?

Certainly not. Do you think that, when
the Declaration of Independence

_

says,

All men are created equal,” it intends

the political equality of blacks and
whites? No sir. If this be equality,

surely Mr. Lincoln's mind is as yet

empty. But notwithstanding the empti-

ness of Mr. Lincoln's mind, I think we
shall yet succeed in making this a decent

land to live in.”

And there is that interesting, so un-

platonic bit of dialogue between Lin-

coln and his friend Grover, quoted by
Sandburg, the biographer insisting a

few pages later that Lincoln “wanted

to be known as a genius for accuracy”

:

When a runaway slave was captured, and
A. J. Grover of Ottawa was in danger

of going to jail for helping a runaway
slave, he and Lincoln sat and talked over

the case. The law was wrong in taking

a man's liberty away without trial by
jury, Grover told Lincoln, “not only un-
constitutional but inhuman.” And Lin-
coln, with his face alive and mournful,
brandishing his long right arm, brought
it down on his knee, saying: “Oh, it is

ungodly! It is ungodly! No doubt it is

ungodly! But it is the law of the land,

and we must obey it as we find it.”

To which Grover said: “Mr. Lincoln,

how often have you sworn to support the

Constitution? We propose to elect you
President. How would you look taking

an oaoth to support what you declare is

an ungodly Constitution, and asking God
to help you?”
It was a stinger for Lincoln; his head
sloped forward; he ran his fingers
through his hair; he dropped into a sad
and desperate mood, and came out of it

placing his hand on Grover's knee, and
saying in a quizzical manner: “Grover,
it's no use to be always looking up these
hard spots.”

It is true that Grover was heckling

Lincoln here—though I think not un-
fairly—and placing his friend in an
extremely awkward position. After
all, Lincoln was a political realist and
as presidential nominee did have to

think of upholding the Constitution of

the United States.

He had to consider things pragmat-
ically. We could hardly expect him
to react with the acid precision of
Thoreau or the fanaticism of John
Brown. This must be considered in

weighing all of Lincoln’s political ut-

terances. Judged in relation to the

enormous crisis of his time, however,
Lincoln's realism is decidedly insuffi-

cient, taking its color from the obstacles

that confronted him rather than con-

structing programmes to overcome those

obstacles.

In sum: Carl Sandburg has created

the folk lore Lincoln but many of his

facts are devastating evidence against

the Lincoln of folk lore. As the

shrewd, human-loving, joking, melan-

choly, lusty, rail-splitting lawyer he
attains to heroic stature and can indeed

stand as symbol of America's pioneer

people. This is the real folk Lin-

coln, the elemental Lincoln, so vitally

fleshing our frontier tradition. That
other Lincoln of our gospel, the pro-

phetic leader of a nation, who could

speak with equal candor on the sanctity

of private property and the right of a

people to revolt against injustice, dimin-

ishes under the burden of evidence.

Edwin Seaver.

THE REAL POE
Edgar Allan Poe, by Joseph Wood
Krutch. Alfred A . Knopf, New York,

$2.50.

ONE reads this book with a grow-

ing admiration of both Mr.
Krutch’s method and his accomplish-

ment. With a quiet and unpreten-

tious style, with absolutely no attempt

to play the artist at the expense of his

subject, he produces in the end a book

which stands securely on its own bot-

tom as a work of science and of art:

the best study of Poe which has been

written and one of the best critical

volumes of recent years.

One is particularly glad that the

book is published at this time. Mr.
Bazalgette, most ecstatic of the French

“exaltes,” has already effectively

smothered Whitman and Thoreau in

Gallic flowers of speech and there is

nothing to prevent him from strewing

his roses on the graves of other Amer-
ican literary heroes; nothing, except

perhaps the increasing evidence that we
are quite able to weave our own gar-

lands, less lavish, but vastly more

serviceable.

Mr. Krutch’s method is inductive

throughout. Slowly, out of the mass

of conflicting documents emerges the

inescapable conclusion: Poe was a

neurotic who lived only to escape from
a world in which he was utterly un-

fitted to live and who wrote the ob-

scure confessions of his own psychic

impotence. The tales of horror were

not the deliberate inventions of his

vaunted faculty of “ratiocination.”

They were tragically real to him, if

to no one else. Day after day and
night after night they rose before his

eyes like the mists exhaled by the

“dark tarn of auber.” Most of them
indeed were little else than exquisitely

sublimated sadism. And as for the

“ratiocination” this was merely one of

the numerous devices he used to post-

pone the ever-imminent disintegration

of his tortured ego.

The dispassionate pertinacity of Mr.
Krutch’s scholarship is equalled only

by his sensitive awareness of the hu-

man tragedy involved. The narrative

follows a dramatic curve which steadily

mounts in intensity. It reaches its in-

evitable denouement in the utter col-

lapse of the personality months before

the physical shell of the poet was de-

posited in that grave which his stricken

and terrified spirit haunted throughout

his life.

The stature of the poet is neither

increased nor diminished by this treat-
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Margaret Sanger
Author of

“The Pivot of Civilization”

“Woman and the New Race”

is well known to all readers of the
New Masses. Her new book is not a
panacea for all the ills of humanity,
but it contains many facts that may
pave the road to happiness.

Happiness inMarriage
By Margaret Sanger

Margaret Sanger through her writing, correspondence,
lectures, Birth Control work, both here and abroad, has
had an unusual opportunity to meet many thousands of
people and to learn of their personal problems in find-
ing happiness in and out of marriage. From this wealth
of experience, and with a profound understanding of
life, she writes this new book that tells clearly what
every man and woman must know if they would live

happily together. ($2.00)

BRENTANO’S
Publishers New York
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rreenwich Villag'

by Floyd Dell

1

5

5

When Floyd Dell was a member of the staff

of the old “Masses”—before Moon-Calf made
him famous above Forty-second Street—he

knew well the Greenwich Village of this book.

That was Greenwich Village in its glory, a

true Bohemia with a leaning toward the

romantic; and it is this romance Floyd Dell

captures again.

You will recall some of the events of this

book, and others you will discover as new; for

this is romance in the twilight, seen from a

window over the Square.

at all booksellers $2.00

DORAN BOOKS!

ment; with this Mr. Krutch scarcely

concerns himself. Instead he traces the

motivations and processes of the artist

and the man and makes them both much
more understandable than they have
ever been before. Surely the critic

can perform no more useful service.

Almost inevitably, in the conclud-
ing chapter of the volume Mr. Krutch
raises the general question as to “the

extent to which all imaginative works
are the result of the unfulfilled desires

which spring from either idiosyncratic

or universally human maladjustments
to life.”

We don’t know. Of the critics who
are trying to tell us, using the ad-
mittedly scant data of the young sci-

ence of psychology, Mr. Krutch ranks
as one of the most distinguished.

James Rorty.

THE FAILURE OF LIBERALISM
“The Confessions of a Reformer,” by
Frederic C. Howe . Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons , New York . 1925. $3.

FREEDOM is the life-illusion of

the liberal; truth his goal; com-
promise his method. He fights for

freedom in a world ruled by a class

that will “do anything for the poor
but get off their backs.” Ever in

search of new truth, he never seems to

be able to grasp this simple elementary

fact. Fred Howe went through

struggles which should have brought a

realization of this truth. In fact, he
professes to have seen it, yet at the end
of his Confessions as at the beginning,

he declares:

“I still believe in liberalism, I be-

lieve in keeping the mind open to

everything that is moving. To me lib-

eralism is open-mindedness.”

Where lies the fallacy in this doc-
trine of open-mindedness? Well, look

at Mr. Howe’s experience. He be-

lieved in every false hope that pre-

sented itself to him. First, it was
Wilson’s ideal of the scholar in poli-

tics righting the world and banishing

corruption from government. Fred
Howe found that it could not be done.

He tried social work only to give it up
in disgust. The Cleveland employers

who supported the settlements would
“help” the poor but refused to pay
their employees a living wage. The
more he practised law the more he
realized that laws were made to pro-

tect property interests and delay the

administration of justice to the poor.

Even his years of lieutenancy to Tom
Johnson, the single tax mayor of Cleve-

land, saw only the achievement of

superficial reforms. As Immigration

Commissioner at Ellis Island during

the war and the period of red hysteria

immediately after, he was able to see

the injustice of our method of treating

immigrants and “the hatreds and pas-

sions of which democracy was cap-

able.” Paris during the Peace Con-
ference showed him the realities of

international politics. There was no
hope in that direction, not even in the

League of Nations.

An aristocrat by instinct, he had al-

ways wanted the things that wealth

could buy, but he was loth to get these

things by “crude” methods of exploi-

tation. He wanted “a world of equal

opportunity, a world in which the

wealth created would be enjoyed by
those that created it.” So “the new
truth (always seeking after the truth,

you see)—the new truth that a free

world would only come through labor”

was forced upon him.

He joined the crusaders for public

ownership of railroads who made up
the Plumb Plan League. He founded
the All-American Cooperative Com-
mission. He helped organize the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
Cooperative National Bank. He
organized the Conference for Pro-
gressive Political Action and toured
the country with La Follette in the

presidential campaign of 1 924. Now
he is living in comparative peace on
Nantucket Island, entertaining in the

summer a bunch of liberals who go
there to air their views and enjoy the

ocean scenery.

All of the ideals to which he gave
his energy are dead. The single tax,

apex of the pyramid of liberal economic
philosophy, is taken seriously by no
one. The evolution of American eco-
nomic life has outstripped the politics

of La Follette. Of all the things for

which Howe fought, labor banking is

the only one that lives. But it lives

at the expense of the class conscious
militancy of the working class. It has
given labor leaders a banker’s psychol-
ogy. Profits have come to be regarded
by at least one bank as more important
than the interests of the workers. The
Locomotive Engineers’ Bank refused
to sign a union agreement with the
miners working in its West Virginia
coal mines. Today union officials who
hold the purse strings of the union’s
funds in their own bank are a menace
to progressive movements within the

union. It is possible for the union
leader-bankers to break a strike of their

own members, if they think the win-
ning of the strike will transfer power to

an insurgent group. Labor banking is

something to be watched and checked.
It is not an easy road to freedom.

I wonder if the youthful liberal of
today cannot learn from the experiences
of the middle-aged liberals of yester-

day. Perhaps he can go through a
process of recapitulation which will

bring him to a fundamentally radical

outlook toward modern society within
a period of two years, say, instead of
having to live a whole lifetime before
coming to grips with reality.

The American Empire in 1926
opens up two thrilling avenues of ad-
venture to every young person of
energy. He can join the ranks of the

capitalists or he can join the ranks of
the revolutionary workers. Either one
will give him untold opportunities for

action, initiative and vision. Which
one he takes will depend, of course,

upon the environment in which he has
been reared, the influences that have
shaped his intellectual growth, and his

own inclinations. If he refuses to

choose one of these paths, he will be
caught in the maelstrom of liberalism

and his efforts to do anything construc-

tive will be futile. His thinking will

be muddled, he will be used by the

reactionaries to play their game and he
will be a menace to the movement for

the emancipation of the working class.

Roland A . Gibson.
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THE RUSSIAN GENESIS
Ten Days That Shook the World, by

John Reed . International Publishers ,

$1.50.

In a celebrated passage in De
Rerum Natura 9 Lucretius Carus tries

to argue mankind out of its foolish

wish for an immortality a parte post,

by pointing out that no one ever de-

sired an immortality a parte ante.

Why, he wonders, should any man
wish to be alive a hundred years

hence, seeing that no man of the

poet’s generation ever expressed a wish
to have been alive when Carthage was
destroyed ?

Whoever, in this dark and turbu-

lent transition age of ours, desires im-

mortality both ways, has, in a sense,

his wish gratified—if he was full-

grown, or nearly so, in August, 1914.
All middle-aged. Western survivors of

the World War are living a life that

is an agglomeration, astonishing in its

fortuitous and inorganic character, of
three ages. They have spent their

youth in the nineteenth century, with-
in the protecting shade of an unshaken
civilization ; they are living now
through the cataclysms and mutations
of the twentieth; and the twenty-first

century confronts them within the

bounds of the Soviet Union. It is a
Future as palpable as the Present, a
Future crowding in upon the Present,

a miracle of miracles threatening the

Present as a portent in space , just as

an ordinary Future threatens a normal
Present as a portent in time!

What is the essence of this twenty-
first century, which stubbornly insists

upon living synchronously with the

twentieth? Answer: socialism in prac-

tice , as unpopular in occidental coun-
tries as socialism in theory—or, more
correctly speaking, in theories—is popu-
lar. Socialism in theory is popular
throughout Western civilizations, be-

cause it does not rudely jostle capital-

ism in practice—it keeps its temper,

though now and then rudely jostled by
its impolite adversary. It is as pliable

as socialism in practice is stubborn

—

and it has been known to yield to its

expounders a rather handsome living,

while nothing, thus far, ever came of

socialism in practice save payok. Be-
sides, socialism in theory, as all West-
ern governments know, can be cheaply
bought with words, or, cheaper still,

bullied with words, while socialism in

practice must be fought. The entire

history of Western civilization since the

Armistice is a history of open or secret

warfare against it.

It is part of the logic of such a long-

drawn belligerent situation, that the

chronicles of this warfare, open or

latent, cannot be written in a coherent,

summary and translucent manner by
the very people who fight the war. The
protagonists of the Russian revolution,

whenever prompted to put pen to paper,

are what anyone of sense would expect

them to be: hot controversialists, hasty

pamphleteers, pleaders of urgent causes,

but assuredly not reviewers and his-

torians, for reasons too manifest to

stand in need of explanation. The task

of presenting to the public a synthesis

of the Russian revolution and a rea-

soned chronicle of the new social order

in its infantile stages was left to gifted

friends of alien birth and rearing. Of
these, three carry the palm of high

achievement: the Englishman Price,

Anna Louise Strong, and John Reed—but the greatest of these is John
Reed.

The International Publishers have
well merited of the community by ren-

dering accessible once more, at a price

within everyone’s purse. Ten Days that

Shook the World. America, not par-

ticularly notable for the extent and
value of its socialist literature, may well

be proud of this volume. Its abiding

and altogether unimpaired quality as a

source of information is a wonder in

itself, in an age crowded with foot-

notes and postscripts to recent history.

In reading and re-reading Ten Days ,

one marvels at the immense diligence

of the author no less than at his lumi-

nous, orderly intellect. Consider for

a moment the mere pre-requisites of

sketching successfully a Genesis of the

Russian Revolution: before the ad-

mirable youth to whom we are indebted

for this sketch could pen his first line,

he had to master Russian thoroughly

—

a difficult language wholly unrelated to

his previous linguistic training. He had
to acquire a firm hold upon present-day

Russian realities; he had to study their

historical roots; he had to familiarize

himself with a chaotic welter of revo-

lutionary, pseudo-revolutionary and
counter-revolutionary politics, to win-

now the really significant facts from an

immense pile of mere chaff, and to co-

ordinate them in his mind before pre-

senting them to others. All this he has

well and dependably done, and Ten
Days , as a consequence, will forever

maintain its place as a primary intro-

duction to the wonder-world of the

social revolution.

I recommend, to Americans not at

all or imperfectly acquainted with the

complexities of Russian war—and post

war politics, an attentive perusal of

John Reed’s introductory chapter called

“Notes and Explanations,’* as the very

best guide they can possibly get hold

of, through the Russian labyrinth. In

John Reed’s book, as in reality, the

story of the birthpangs of the Russian

Revolution has its unities. Time

:

Early November, 1917. Place: Pe-
tersburg. But these unities of time and

place are not stiff, inflexible, Aristo-

telian ones—for Petersburg was, after

all, only the centre of sensation, from

which the birthpangs of the new order

radiated through the entire Republic,

from the German battle-lines to the

Chinese wall. As a consequence, the

story sticks, in the main, to Petersburg,

but there are occasional excursions in

all directions. Ten Days is by no

means an unemotional account of the

great catharsis, but the emotional val-

ues are in the facts rather than in the

account—the book is entirely free from

the sermonizing, psalmodizing rant that

makes Carlyle’s French Revolution

wellnigh unreadable. Its comment to

the facts is terse and lucid rather than

lyrical and expansive; names and dates

are carefully supplied wherever easy

verification might be of importance

;

lastly, the volume was written by a

friend of the Soviet Republic, but an

upright, independent, critical friend.

James Fuchs.

INTERNATIONAL
ANARCHY

by G. Lowes Dickinson
“The governing classes perhaps are enjoying their last

term of office—a new world is fermenting under
neath,,,

says this brilliant writer, this profound
student of the living world. Dickinson’s
eminence as historian and political

analyst has been established by
dozen great books. Yet no pre
vious book has the INTEN-
SITY, the BITTER
FORCE of this

book. $3.50,

Iconoclastic!

Witty! Brilliant

and Profound!

POLITICAL
EDUCATION of

WOODROW WILSON
by James Kemey
The inside story of how Wilson made the

tremendous leap from professor of politics to

shrewd and ruthless practical politician. “He
played the game to win,” says Kerney. A
shrewd, wise and yet pitying dissection of

Wilson’s secret nature, written by a man
who was confidant of Wilson to his death.

Illustrated, facsimile Wilson letters, etc. $4.00.

“A vivid book, . . . un-

like any other story, . . .

rises to the intensity of

drama.” Allen Sinclair

Will in N. Y. Times Book

Review.

THE CENTURY CO. Publishers of Enduring Books

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
by

SCOTT NEARING
Education in Soviet Russia—cloth $1.50

paper .50

Educational Frontiers—cloth 1.50

paper 25
Dollar Diplomacy 2.50

(collaboration with Joseph Freeman)

American Empire \ .

Next Step J

set 1.00

Glimpses of the Soviet Republic 10

Russia Turns East 10

Stopping a War (Riff) 10

World Labor Unity 10

British Labor Bids for Power 10

Oil and the Germs of War 10

SOCIAL SCIENCE PUBLISHERS
406 West 31st Street, New York

I I enclose for which please send me the books checked above.

1 NAME

AnnRFSS 1

If you cannot buy any books now but wish to be placed on our

sign above, and check here.
*

mailing list,
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American Labor Year Book

1926

568 pages Octavo Cloth Bound

Complete record of Labor’s

activities during the past

year: Industrial Conditions

—Trade Unionism—Strikes

and Lockouts—Political

Action—The Courts and

Labor—Workers’ Educa-

tion—Cooperation—Labor

in Other Countries—New
Books and Pamphlets—In-

ternational Labor Direc-

tory.

Price, $3.15, postpaid

RAND BOOK STORE
5-7 East 15th St., New York, N. Y.

Even The New Masses Must Eat

!

Aunt Anna’s Southern Fried Chicken
With Hot Biscuits and Candied Yams

is certainly food for thought

Dinner is Served Nightly from 6 o’clock

Dancing Until 1 a. m.

No Cover Charge At Any Time
A la Carte At Moderate Prices

Lm

FRASCATI
46 WEST 8th STREET, NEW YORK

CHOICE BOOK BARGAINS
offered at one-fourth to one-half publishers’
prices. Our Bargain Catalogues listing
thousands of other NEW Book Bargains
sent free upon request.
OUR GUARANTEE: Money refunded

without question for any book returned
within 10 days.
SINCE LENIN DIED, Max Eastman

($1.50) $ .75

MY LIFE, Tolstoy ($1.50) 75
NOTE-BOOKS OF ANTON CHEKOV

($1.50) 75
THE SAVAGE, Mikhail Artzibasheff

($2.00) 75
PREFACE TO LIFE, Edwin Justus
Mayer ($2.50) 75

WALTZ OF THE DOGS, Andreyev
($1.50) 50

DREAMS OF CHANG, Ivan Bunin
($2.50) 75

BLACKGUARD, Maxwell Bodenheim
($2.00) 59

DOSTOEVSKYS, Following titles

($2.50) each 1.10
Friend of the Family, The Possessed, A
Raw Youth, Eternal Husband, An Honest
Thief.

Every reader of New Masses should be on our
mailing list.

SEIFFERS
National Booksellers

832 Westchester Avenue, New York City
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LITTLE REVIEW

MICHAEL GOLD
(Continued from page 20)

Bible mysticism, Greek fatalism, Ro-
man decadence, and British snobbery

what you meant by a fresh start, dear

John?
Is pessimism, defeatism, despair, the

fundamental chaos in your own brilliant

and gifted work, the path you say leads

to a new world?

I beg to differ dogmatically if you

say it does, John. And I beg very

humbly and diffidently to submit that

perhaps some of us younger writers

have stumbled into the real path.

Let us call our discovery the world

of revolutionary labor. It exists in

America as in Russia. It has its

schools, its unions, its tragedies, its de-

feats, its philosophy, ethics and science.

It has written plays and produced them.

It has a poetry. It has painters and

singers. It has an esthetic. It has

great men and women to write about.

It has giant new themes. It has a hope-

ful, unsentimental spirit. It inspires one

with faith and courage. It keeps one

close to the earth and life and love.

Its freedom is better than the freedom

of commercialism. Carl Sandburg

caught glimpses of it; Jack London
saw a gleam or two. John Reed
poured out his rich manhood for it. It

makes great and even cruel demands

on its writers. But when they under-

stand it, and live in it fully, burning

all bridges behind them, it can make
them great, in return.

Writers are queer, variable folk;

liable to many accidents of the spirit.

But it is a harsh yet kind mother who
keeps these sensitive children in the

main paths of sanity and greatness

—

as it kept Walt Whitman.
I want the New Masses to explore

in this world, not the other. Both

worlds exist in America, but one is

dying, while the other is being born.

How good it feels to be a pioneer

in a world so new that even literary

men deny its existence.

But how can they know it unless

they become as little children and

learn?

I would like the New Masses to be

the bridge to this world for American
artists and writers, which means it will

not be a magazine of Communism, or

Moscow, but a magazine of American
experiment—only let’s not experiment

in the minor esthetic cults.

And I want a conscious exploration

—with a compass.

WORKERS’ DRAMATIC
LEAGUE

The Workers’ Dramatic League is

a new organization which has been

formed for the purpose of giving a

series of experimental plays in the fall.

Those who are interested are invited

to come to the studio, 64 Washington
Square South, any Wednesday evening.

Dr. Alexander Arkatov, an ex-

tremely able modernist, will direct the

acting and play producing. Writers

and artists of the New Masses have

helped to organize the Workers’ Dra-
matic League, and it is hoped that

working men and women who wish to

see a Worker’s Theatre in America
will show their interest by coming to

these meetings.

The first novel
to capture the
spirit of modern

New York

by the author of

“Three Soldiers”

Sinclair Lewis:

“Dos Passos does, really

does, what all of us have

proved could not be done

:

he has given the panorama,

the sense, the smell, the

soul of New York. A
novel of the very first im-

portance.”

Burton Rascoe:

“What George Gershwin

has done for his time and

place in music, Dos Passos

has done in prose.”

$2.00

Why We
Behave Like

Human Beings
By George A. Dorsey

Clarence Darrow:

“The book H. G. Wells

might have written had he

been able.”

Dr. John B . Watson:

“Fascinates me. . . . Fo-

cuses for the first time the

clear light of science on

the weak and shivering or-

ganic unit we call man.”

James Harvey Robinson:

“At last a book about our-

selves that one can cheer-

ily recommend.”
$3.50

Harper & Brothers
Publishers Since 1817

New York City
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p j$)fNTERMATIONAl—
Just Published

!

WHITHER
RUSSIA?
Towards Capitalism or

Socialism?
by LEON TROTSKY

Answers the questions raised as to

Russia’s future. A complete account of
the strides which Russia is making
toward rebuilding its economic life,

and an analysis of the direction of
Russia’s development. $1.50

oil
IMPERIALISM
The International Struggle for

Petroleum
by LOUIS FISCHER

The inside story of the rivalry be-
tween American and British oil in-
terests for Russian oil. Sensational
disclosures of the diplomatic manoeu-
vers of the great oil interests in the
effort to get control of the oil resources
of the world. $2.00

BROKEN EARTH
by MAURICE HINDUS

Introduction by Glenn Frank
Life in the Russian village as it is

today, intimately described by a master
reporter. $2.00
ARE THE JEWS A RACE?

by KARL KAUTSKY
A discussion of the fundamental ques-
tions affecting the Jews. $2.50

®
AT ALL BOOKSTORES
Complete Catalog on Request

INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS
3*1 TOUBTW AVrwiiB WFW vrpK

YOUR MAP OF LITTLE OLD
NEW YORK

Very modern in design—in five gay
and brilliant colors, with amusing cap-
tions, a unique wall decoration.

Designed by Joseph Platt

Published by

WASHINGTON SQUARE
BOOK SHOP
27 West 8th Street

$1.60 postpaid

BOOKS on LABOR PROBLEMS
Economics—Sociology—-Philosophy
History— Psychology— Drama
Juvenile and Modern Fiction

RAND BOOK STORE
11 EAST 15th ST., N. Y. C.

Write for Catalogue

Visit the Most Interesting
Bookshop in the City

New, Old and Rare Books in all depart-
ments of Art, Science and Literature.

OPEN EVENINGS
DAUBER & PINE BOOKSHOPS, Inc.
64-66 Fifth Ave., N. Y. Phone Chelsea 5670

NEW BOOKS
of Radical Thought and Tendencies

BOOKS FOR VACATION
Communist Periodicals

Jimmie Higgins Book Shop
127 UNIVERSITY PLACE

NEW YORK CITY

Phone Stuyvesant 5015

DRAWING BY LOUIS LOZOWICK

ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN
IN LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 7)

liness is so appealing that it evokes the

respectful gallantry of the rudest taxi

driver frequenting the establishment.

Looking into the clear blue eyes of

Therese, I felt the shell of my world-

liness crack and dissolve. I smiled.

Therese smiled—a simple, trusting

smile tinged with a certain wistfulness,

as if remembering other days and
other scenes. When she spoke, it was
as if a silver bell were lightly struck

—

a bell that rang a miraculous peal of

joy and peace, deep in the mysterious

spaces of the soul.

“Will you have a waffle with

honey?” she asked.

I looked at Celeste, who presided at

the waffle iron at the end of the coun-

ter. She smiled. We smiled, all three

of us, in the mutual enjoyment of a

secret, strange, mysterious happiness.

A waffle. A waffle with honey.

A waffle with fresh honey, exquisite

with the fragrance of the pink flowers

of the clover.

I spoke, and hearing my own voice

it seemed to me that I almost sang the

words.

“Yes,” I said. “I will
#

have a

waffle. A waffle with honey.”

Therese turned to her sister, and it

was as if a thrush called from the top

of a birch tree.

“Waffle!” she sang.

And in celestial antiphone came the

reply

:

“Waffle!”

Go there some day. If Grace is

given you, you will find the place with-

out difficulty. And when you see

Celeste and her sister, perhaps you will

worship as I worshipped. Or perhaps

you won’t. After all, Faith is every-

thing. It is not given all men to see

angels, either in the flesh or in the

spirit.

International Workers’ Aid

Local New York
Marion L. Emerson, Secretary

Room 237 799 Broadway Stuyvesant 9964

The International Workers’ Aid is a non-
partisan, non-political organization formed for
the purpose of rendering assistance wherever the
laboring classes are menaced by suffering and
when reactionary forces are prepared to make
use of the distress of the workers to weaken their
power of resistance.

Today the strikers in Passaic need our sup-
port. They need food, shoes and clothing and
we appeal to you to help them win their struggle.

Within a short time it may be necessary to give
aid to the -workers of Great Britain. Wherever
the greatest need, we give assistance.

YOU GIVE THEY LIVE

Showing two of the seven trucks which were sent to Passaic
with food, shoes and clothing on May 1 by the International

«ai& I ^ . i . ,
IVorkers A id.

NATIONAL OFFICERS

Bishop William Montgomery Brown, Chairman

D. J. Bentall, Treasurer

F. G. Biedenkapp, Executive Secretary

Roger Baldwin
Ella Reeves Bloor
Charles Baker
Stirling Bowen
P. Pascal Cosgrove
Ann Washington Cratoi

J. Louis Engdahl
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn
Joseph Freeman

COMMITTEE

Dr. Howard A. Gibbs
Kate Crane Gartz
Ben Gold
Prof. Ellen Hayes
John Haynes Holmes
C. W. Huff
Dora F. Lohse
Scott Nearing
Edgar Owens

George Powers
Edward Royce
Upton Sinclair

Anna Louise Strong
Genevieve Taggard
Charlotte Anita Whitney
Alexander Trachtenberg
Robert Wolf
Sascha Zimmerman

Name

Address

City State

Donation of

New Masses
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Showing two of the seven trucks which were sent to Passaic
with food shoes and clothing on May 1 by the International
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What is Wrong with America?
And What is to be Done?
For years the readers of our books have begged

for a short and easy answer to these questions.

We now offer:

LETTERS TO JUDD
An American Workingman

by Upton Sinclair
Judd is an old carpenter who has worked on our place, a

typical, old-fashioned American. We have written him a series

of nineteen letters, telling those elementary facts which our
ruling classes are trying to keep hidden from the people. Why
is there poverty in the richest country in the world? Why,
in America for the past thirty-five years have the rich been
growing richer and the poor poorer? This book shows exactly
what the rich have done to bring this about, and exactly what
the poor will have to do to change it. It explains unemploy-
ment and hard times, the money system, inflation, stock water-
ing and manipulation, the tariff and the trusts. It studies the
world situation, explaining the wars we have had, and showing
how the present system is preparing new ones. It discusses

Russia and the revolution—in short, everything the average
man or woman needs to know about affairs at home and abroad,
and all in plain, everyday language. A 100% American book,
intended for 100% American readers. Thirty years’ study has
gone into it, also thirty years of learning how to write.

We have cited only government and Wall Street authorities,

and have spared no pains to get it right, hoping for a ten-strike

—

one of those events in our political history such as Paine’s “The
Crisis,” and Helper’s “The Impending Crisis,” and George’s
“Progress and Poverty”. James Fuchs writes: “Your Tetters
to Judd’ are a vast improvement upon any previous efforts at

heart to heart talks with the man in the street. They are much
more lucid and informative than Blatchford’s ‘Merrie Eng-
land’.” We are issuing the book in two editions, one cloth

bound, to enable our friends to help pay the cost: price $1, post

paid; second, pamphlet form, to be distributed, price ten copies

for $1. Order both.

The latest news from the Sinclair publishing business: Under
our Loan Plan you may invest $10 in our enterprise, and re-

ceive a certificate redeemable at any time on 30 days notice;

and meantime, once each year, you may order $5 worth of our
books for $2.50. That is 25% interest per year on your money;
and it enables us to keep our books in print.

We have received from our German publishers, the Malik
Verlag of Berlin, five stately volumes, the “Collected Novels
of Upton Sinclair”. From Gossizdat, the State Publishing
House of Moscow, we have a list of various editions of our
books which have been issued in Soviet Russia; counting, not
new printings, but separate publications under different titles,

there is a total of sixty-nine. Michael Gold, recently returned
from Russia, writes: “The sort of people who in America know
Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan, in Russia know Upton
Sinclair.” We are advised by the Japanese translator of “The
Jungle” that the book has just been issued, but the government
compelled the publisher to recall all copies, and cut out the last

chapters, dealing with Socialism. The Japanese translation of

“Mammonart” is about to appear. From Warsaw comes an
offer from a large publishing house to issue twenty of our books
in a cheap library, at .95 zloty per volume, about thirteen cents
American. A Czechish publisher applies for all books not hith-

erto issued. We have a review of “Mammonart” which was
broadcasted from the radio station of the Labour Party of Aus-
tralia; also a letter from a Ukrainian writer, telling how our
plays are being acted there, and our novels made into movies.
We have established book-store agencies in London, India and
South Africa, and we learn that readers are circulating our
books in Java, Honduras, and Iceland. We await returns from
the U. S. A.

Upton Sinclair, Pasadena, California.

GLINTENKAMP

DE-BUNK1NG THE ART
THEATRE

(Continued from page 22)

make an emotional contact. This is

the age-old function of the theatre

—

by no means a new innovation. There

are those of us who think that this con-

tact can be made more vigorously and

simply by means of a freer method

than the restrained and comparatively

recent technique of the drawing room

play. It is my own opinion that the pic-

ture-frame technique, so-called realism

(in the sense of the supposedly realistic

well-made play) is impracticable and

dull. Far from regarding this as a

startling innovation, I am merely basing

my opinion on the whole tradition of

the theatre.

Nor is it particularly subversive to

state that a dramatic story may ex-

press conflict of two sorts: the conflict

of personalities, or the broader struggle

of the individual with his environments.

In a sense, each and every one of us

stands alone, bloody and more or less

unbowed in the face of a cock-eyed

world. This is old stuff, the stuff

of real drama. I for one do not assume

that the spinning globe is particularly

more cock-eyed than in the days of

Aristophanes and Moliere. From
your playwright’s point of view, this

current world is peculiarly pregnant and

exciting—and his aim is to get the

thrilling stuff and vibration of it across

the footlights.

Now let me turn to a particular

play—because in this case I can dis-

cuss the author’s intentions with some

authority. There is considerable scien-

tific talk in Nirvana , some of it amaz-

ingly accurate, some of it less so: and

why? Not for purposes of clinical dis-

cussion, but to tell a story. Because

this scientific background is the integral

environment which shapes and hurts

the lives of a certain group of human
beings. The author of Nirvana ob-

scured his story in a second act which

was muddled and badly written. This

was lamentable. One can’t explain it

away by any amount of palaver and

apple sauce about the depth of the

theme. Much of this play hit a high

and unusual pitch of excitement, but

where was the plot in that middle por-

tion? And this is a question that any

reasoning author may well ask him-

self—seriously and often: where is the

plot? When Mr. Chase raises that

point, he raises an important issue.

But I beg to submit that (from my
own point of view) the three plays

under discussion are almost the only

plays of the current season that have

any pretense of story. My only quar-

(Continued on page 30)

IT’S NOT DONE
| |

By William C, Bullitt

“Whoever reads it puts his teeth into thick
slices of life.”—N. Y. World. $2.00

OBERLIN'S

\4f THREE

JjjJ STAGES
By Jacob Wassermann

A brilliant new novel by the author of

“The World’s Illusion,” etc. $2.50

TURBOTT WOLFE
| |

By William Plomer

A story of miscegenation in Africa. A
powerful English novel. $2.00

MICROBE
HUNTERS

| |

By Paul De Kruif

“Not a dull line in the book.”—George A.
Dorsey. Illustrated, $3.50

RELIGION AND THE
RISE OF CAPITALISM
| |

By R. H. Tawney

By the author of “The Acquisitive

Society.” $3.00

THE RISE OF
MODERN INDUSTRY
[

~~j By J. L . and Barbara Hammond

“Alive from end to end .”—The New
Statesman. $2.75

FUNDAMENTAL
THOUGHTS IN
ECONOMICS
| |

By Gustav Cassel

A brief exposition by the world’s leading

economist. $1.50

THE OTHER SIDE
OF THE MEDAL
| |

By Edward Thompson

A passionate protest against British in-

justice in India. $1.50

Check the book you want, clip it off this column, and

send with remittance to

HARCOURT, BRACE & CO.

383 Madison Avenue

New York
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You should have MAY
DAYS. An Anthology of

Masses - Liberator Verse,

1912-1924. Chosen and
Edited by Genevieve
Taggard. Illustrated

with reproductions

from woodcuts by
J. J. Lankes.
Octavo.

$3.00

Sherwood
Anderson's
NOTEBOOK

THIS is one of the

most intimate books

ever written. It

leads you into an artist’s

workshop, not the dull

place of desks, and pens

and typewriters, but the

place in the mind where
emotion, act, and imagina-

tion fuse into expression.

It brings you to that tense

moment when life takes on
the new form of art. It is

one of the most extraor-

dinary, most compelling
books ever written and
contains new short stories,

portraits of a number of

American writers and ob-

servations of American
men and cities.

Large 12mo. $2.50

m
VIRGIN SPAIN

“VIRGIN SPAIN is not about Spain. It is Spain. I am not acquainted
with the conditions of the Pulitzer awards but if there is a prize for the
work of most profound originality, for the work expressing in the most
arresting way the spirit of an alien civilization reacting upon an authentic
American artist, VIRGIN SPAIN should receive the earnest considera-
tion of the judges.”

—

William McFee., N. Y. World. $3.00

EDUCATIONF™™
By BERTRAND RUSSELL

Mr. Russell sanely, but fearlessly discusses—the first year—fear—play
and fancy—importance of other children—sex education, etc. Never has
the relation between education and life been shown so clearly. $2.50

A CASUAL COMMENTARY
By ROSE MACAULAY

A gay wisdom fills these pungent and arresting observations of modern
life. Steering clear both of ponderousness and frivolity, they show, in her
most characteristic moods the magnificent ironist who gave us those
notable novels

—

told by an idiot, dangerous ages, potterism, etc. $2.00

The Book of the Rogue
Edited by JOSEPH LEWIS FRENCH

Villon, Cagliostro,' The Borgias, Sir Henry Morgan—these are some of the
rogues, whose stories are told by writers such as Stevenson, Dumas, Balzac,
Oscar Wilde. What a feast this most complete collection of rogue literature
ever packed in one volume offers. Illustrated. Octavo. $3.00

Notorious Literary Attacks
Edited by ALBERT MORDELL

Reviewers (among them, John Taylor Coleridge, John Morley, Robert
Buchanan, Andrew Lang and W. E. Henley), attacked such masters as
Stevenson, Hardy, Rossetti, Walt Whitman, Hawthorne, Tennyson, Byron,
Swinburne, Bronte and Hazlitt.

These famous attacks are gathered together into a fascinating book, full
of surprises, and offering astonishing sidelights on the course of English
literature. ** etx

£
Soldiers* Pay

By William Faulkner
“For originality of design
and beauty of writing, this

book stands alone. Here
are revealed a masterly
vigor of imagination, the
sure touch of an able
craftsman.”—E. C. Beck-
with, N. Y. Evening Post .

$2.50

Gandle Follows
His Nose

By Heywood Broun
“We find it impossible
not to shout our pleasure
from the column - tops.

‘GANDLE’ is a rare
blend of fancy and sophis-
tication.”—The Lantern,
N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

$1.50

The Travels of
MARCO POLO

Edited by Manuel
Komroff

The. first complete library
edition available of this

greatest of all the world’s
travel books. Second edi-
tion. Octavo. Map end-
papers. Woodcut decora-
tions. $3.50

Landscape with
Figures

By Ronald Fraser
“The story of Occidental
sages adventuring in a
Chinese landscape. The
book is pure joy, a treas-
ure for jealous lending.”—N. Y. Times . $2.50

Go<>d

BANZAI
By John Paris

Author of kimono and
SAYONARA

“It is a work of singu-
larly broad and peroep-
tive realism; naked, but
cleanly shaped and truly
proportioned, and there-
fore justifiably un-
ashamed. It is the inti-

mate history of a Japan-
ese rolling stone, and it

is a superbly vivid human
document.” — Illustrated
London News . $2.50

The Fourth Queen
By Isabel Paterson

Author of THE SINGING
SEASON

It is the fourth queen,
Venus, who holds the
allegiance of the lusty
fighters on land and sea,
who brawl gallantly
through the pages of this
robust swashbuckling
romance. The first re-
views are unanimous in
hailing it an even finer
romance than the sing-
ing season. $2.00

is 5
By E . E. Cummings

The new book of poems
by the winner of the Dial
Award for 1925. $2.50

Scarlet and Mellow
By Alfred Kreymborg

Troubadour’s first collec-
tion of poems in several
years. $2.00

$2.50

4 OUT OF lO
—and a fifth

Asked by the Actor’s

Directory and Stage Man-
ual to choose for them
the ten best plays of the

year, Mr. Gilbert W.
Gabriel, of the N. Y.

Sun , submitted a list of

plays, four of which have
been published, or are to

be published shortly, by
Boni & Liveright. A fifth,

HAMLET IN MODERN
DRESS, was produced by
Mr. Liveright. The four

plays are:

THE DYBBUK
By S. Ansky.

Second Edition $2.00

THE GREAT GOD
BROWN

And Other Plays

By Eugene 0*Neill

Octavo. $2.50

THE BUTTER AND
EGG MAN

By George S. Kaufman
$2.00

BRIDE OF THE LAMB
By William Hurlbut

$2.00

1

GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES is

a best seller that deserves

its success. It is in its

155th thousand. If you
have not read it

you are missing

a humorous
classic.

$1.75

Theodore
Dreiser's

AN
AMERICAN
TRAGEDY

J . W . Krutchy The Nation:

“It is the greatest Amer-
ican novel of our genera-
tion.”

E. Seaver, New Masses:

“AN AMERICAN
TRAGEDY is a novel of

significance for Theodore
Dreiser and for contempo-
rary American literature.

Dreiser alone of the older
men has grown; he alone
offers the novel as a living

structure strong enough
to support the reality of

America and its people.”

Sherwood Anderson,

Sat. Review of Literature:

“Dreiser is the most im-
portant American writer;
what is more, he is the

most important man writ-

ing in English.”

3rd large edition . 2 vols.

boxed. $5.00
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The First American Communist Daily is

now in its third year of increasing success.

Thousands of American workers have found

THE

DAILY WORKER
A newspaper fighting their battles. For more

than two years its aggressive, unflinching sup-

port of Labor in every struggle has established

The Daily Worker as the champion of the

American worker.

In every issue news, articles and special fea-

tures from the ranks and the leadership of the

advanced sections of Labor in all parts of the

world—make this newspaper a mirror reflect-

ing every step of the world’s workers in vic-

tory and defeat.

TNI DAILY WORKIR.

Appearing every Saturday is alone good reason

to subscribe. Regular contributors include such

outstanding

ARTISTS

Fred Ellis, Maurice Becker,

Robert Minor, Wrn, Grop-

per, Lydia Gibson, A. Jer-

ger, O’Zim and others.

WRITERS
Wm. Z. Foster, C. E. Ruth-

enberg, Tom Mann, Michael

Gold, Jos. Freeman and

others.

Subscribe

!

Outside of Chicago

Per year $6.00

Six months 3.50

Three months.... 2.00

In Chicago

Per year $8.00

Six months 4.50

Three months. . . . 2.50

THE DAILY WORKER
1113 West Washington Boulevard

Chicago, 111.

Publishing Also

THE WORKERS MONTHLY
“A Communist Magazine”

$2.00 a Year $1.25 Six Months

(Continued from page 28)
rel with the average Broadway offer-

ing is its entire innocence of plot. Some-
times a melodrama crashes through with

a healthy mixture of rape, arson, may-
hem and murder. But in the lighter

type of commercial entertainment there

is a studious avoidance of story. In

spite of its amusing features, can you
find a trace of a story in Is Zat So ? I

am unable to. Abie's Irish Rose is a

corking piece of comic strip symbolism.

But plot? Well the Romeo and Juliet

scheme is used, but the author is care-

ful to explain that away soon after the

curtain rises. Afterward, is there any

invention, any magic of events? Not a

soupcon! On the contrary, in the case

of The Great God Brown , it strikes

me that this extraordinary play is

nothing but story in the simplest and
most eventful sense, full of suspense

and unexpected turns—until the final

twenty minutes when the plot is appar-

ently lost in heavy mysticism. The
fact that this mysticism is all wool and
a yard wide does not save it for pur-

poses of the play, which are story pur-

poses.

My point then, is a very simple one

:

that it is a mistake to think of the

New Art of the theatre in terms which

are either new or artistic. It is an at-

tempt to apply a very ancient form of

showmanship to the needs of current

and vital entertainment. It is true that

this has not been accomplished. It is

true that such accomplishment requires

a change in the current convention of

the theatre.

We require clarification. It is im-

portant to consider in simple untech-

nical terms, how to develop methods

of writing, acting, setting, which carry

out these ideas of richer story value,

emotional connection; to create a the-

atre which touches some electrical

crowd nerve. Perhaps some such

simple statement or program can be

discussed in a later issue of the New
Masses.

John Howard Lawson .

ON THE DEATH OF A
POET

(Continued from page 18)

But the poignant fresh grief of his

loss is mitigated by the thought that

this excellent, genuine poet reflected our

epoch in his own way, has enriched it

with songs in which new words are ut-

tered about love, and the blue sky

which tumbles in the river, the moon
which like a silver lamb grazes in the

sky, and the meteorically vanishing

flower—all images reflecting himself.

In honoring the memory of the poet,

then, let us say nothing that is de-

moralizing or weakening. The spring

imbedded in our epoch is infinitely

more powerful than is the personal

spring in every one of us. The spring

of history will expand to the very end.

We must not hamper it, but help it with

conscious effort of thought and will.

Let us forge the future! Let us forge

the future ! We will conquer for every

man and woman the right to bread and

the right to song.

The poet is dead ! Long live poetry

!

A defenceless child broke down into

the abyss of death. Long live cre-

ative life, into which Serge Yessenin

spun, until his last breath, precious

threads of poetry!

HAVE YOU EVER SLEPT IN
A Silo, a Chicken House, a Wood Shed, a
Tobacco Barn, a Corn Crib or in a Milky
Way (formerly a Cow Stable) ?

Western View Farm offers the opportunity to

do so.

A beautiful place in the Berkshire Hills for a
week-end or an extended visit. 7th Season.
Rates $37.50 a week and $7 a day. Address:
E. G. OHMER, New Milford, Conn. Tele-

phone 440. 2 XA hours from New York.

SUMMER CONFERENCES

L. I. D.
June Conference

Gamp Tamiment, Pa.

June 24 to June 27

€| A discussion of “Newer Defenses

of Capitalism in America” including

company unionism, trade union capi-

talism, economic imperialism, etc.

€][ Among the speakers will be Stuart

Chase, Scott Nearing, H. S. Raushen-

bush, McAllister Coleman, Harry
Elmer Barnes.

CJ Write for particulars to

LEAGUE FOR INDUSTRIAL
DEMOCRACY

70 Fifth Avenue New York City

A STUDENT UNIVERSITY
Keen discussion with congenial

comrades. A series of ten-day confer-

ences for labor students and others in-

terested in social problems, lasting

from June 19th to September 14th.

Meeting at the farm of George Pratt,

Jr., Bridgewater, Connecticut. In-

formal symposiums on such subjects as

Journalism, Contemporary Ethics, Edu-
cation, Social Theory, Philosophy of

Science, and Drama. Booklet on request.

NATIONAL STUDENT FORUM
SUMMER CONFERENCES
2929 Broadway, New York
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We Challenge You to Surpass

THE MODERN QUARTERLY
in its current issue

,
just off the press

V. F. CALVERTON
writes on

SOCIAL CHANGE AND THE SENTIMENTAL COMEDY
A Marxian analysis of the basis of moral attitudes in

the literature of the eighteenth century.

SCOTT NEARING
writes on

RUSSIANIZING AMERICAN EDUCATION
The most unique and significant comparison of the

two educational systems that so far has been made.

GEORGE PLECHANOV—ART AND SOCIAL LIFE

A brilliant study of social relations and literary trends.

J. M. ROBERTON—NIETZSCHE’S SOCIOLOGY
A shattering analysis of the Nietzschean cult.

ARTHUR CALHOUN—SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
The first book of essays on a comprehensive synthesis

of Marxian sociology.

J. B. EGGEN—CLASS PREJUDICE AND EUGENICS
JOSEPH VANZLER—ECONOMIC BASIS OF GREEK ART

ALAIN LOCKE—AMERICAN LITERARY TRADITION AND THE NEGRO
POEMS BY LANGSTON HUGHES AND E. MERRILL ROOT

Subscribe Now to a Magazine That Is Thoroughly

Unique and Thoroughly Radical.

THE MODERN QUARTERLY. 318-320 NORTH EXETER STREET, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.

The Modern Quarterly for one year $1.50 Name • •

With the New Masses 2.50

With The Newer Spirit ($2.50) 3.00
Address ••

Single copy 50



DRAWING BY HUGO GELLERT

LUTHER BURBANK

OLD PIOUS LADIES RAILED AT HIM—MINISTERS PREACHED
AGAINST HIM — THE KU KLUX KLAN THREATENED HIM —
BECAUSE HE TRIED TO MAKE A HEAVEN ON EARTH.


